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The source and nature of permit value and the federal

grazing fee debate motivated this dissertation research.

There is little doubt that federal grazing permits have

value throughout the western United States, but the source

of permit value is unclear. A traditional explanation

focuses on the capitalized differential between the

"market value" of federal land forage and federal grazing

fee levels. It has been argued that if federal grazing

fees were to be raised to their 'fair market value" the

differential and thereby permit values would disappear.

Positive permit values increase the values of privately-

owned whole ranch properties, but do federal grazing

permits have value because grazing fees are less than

market values of federal forage? Federal land permittees

contend that they already are paying "fair market value"
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through the combination of the federal grazing fee and

higher nonfee costs. The argument is that past federal

grazing fee policies might have contributed to positive

values, but since the majority of the current ranchers

have had to buy the permits, they have already paid a

significant permit cost. That permit cost should be

recognized while establishing federal grazing fee and

related permit tenure policies. This longstanding

controversy provides justification for research into the

determinants of permit and associated whole ranch values.

In this research, two forms of a hedonic ranch value model

are developed and several hypotheses are tested. The

federal grazing permits have value and exert a positive

influence on the privately-owned part of the ranch. It is

not the capitalized differential between forage value and

grazing fees that determine a permit's value however.

Rather, enhanced carrying capacity made possible through

the attachment of a federal grazing permit to the

commensurate deeded portion of the whole ranch unit

enables its operation at lower short- and long-run average

total costs. In other words, economies of size are the

real phenomena determining the permit's value. It is

hoped that theoretical explanations and statistical tests

of the determinants of federal land dependent ranch values

will help federal grazing fee policy makers in their

pursuit of rational reform on the western federal range.
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DETERNINANTS OF FEDERAL LAND GRAZING PERNIT VALUES

AND DEPENDENT LIVESTOCK RANCH VALUES

IN EASTERN OREGON AND NEVADA

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Most livestock ranches in the western United States

are comprised of private and public (usually federal)

grazing lands. In many areas ranches consisting only of

private lands would not be economically viable unless they

had access to complementary federal grazing lands.

Federal grazing lands are available to ranchers on a

lease basis. The leases generally are called "grazing

permits". The permits were granted to ranchers who had

deeded base property (commensurate private land, or a

privately owned water source) and also had customarily

grazed their stock on specific parcels of public land

(grazing allotments). Permits are attached or assigned to

commensurate private property.

The grazing permit is a licensed use right that

cannot legally be bought or sold separate from the

commensurate private property or water to which it is

attached, and in some cases "permittees" must buy the

livestock grazed under that permit as well. Outside of

the Southwest, few of these federal grazing leases are
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year-long water-based permits. Most are seasonal

commensurate base property federal grazing permits.

Prior to passage of the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act in 1976 (FLPMA), grazing permits were

issued for three years (Bureau of Land Management, United

States Department of the Interior) or ten years (Forest

Service, United States Department of Agriculture) subject

to preferential renewal at the end of the term of

authorization. Since 1976, both agencies typically have

issued ten year renewable term permits, with renewal

preference given to the current permittee.

Within this term of tenure, the permitted season of

use of the federal grazing land is defined as one of the

terms and conditions of the permit. The specified season

of use may be as short as a week or as long as a year,

although both the very short and the 12 month or year-long

grazing permits are less common. More common are the

seasonal three to six months grazing permits.

The terms and conditions of grazing permits and

leases give the permittee the right to use a certain

amount of forage measured as a number of animal unit

months (AUN5)1 of grazing over a certain length of time

(season of use or grazing season). The grazing

1An AUM is the unit of measurement of federal grazing
privileges and represents the right to graze one animal unit

(cow or cow-calf pair) on a designated parcel of federal
rangeland for a period of one month.
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authorization is subject to revision or alteration from

one year to the next based on local rangeland conditions,

weather, and other considerations. Therefore, there is an

element of insecurity associated with stocking rates on

public lands, and managerial uncertainty associated with

timing of allowed grazing use in public rangeland

livestock grazing.

The term used to reflect the price of the federal AUN

grazed under permit by domestic livestock is the "grazing

fee." Grazing fees were first charged by the Forest

Service in 1906 for grazing on Forest Reserves (later

renamed National Forests). However, it was not until 1935

that fees were charged for domestic livestock grazing on

public domain lands originally administered by the Grazing

Service, and later (since 1946) administered by the Bureau

of Land Management (BLM).

These federal land management agencies established

policies and regulations to administer their leased lands

such that regulated grazing helped promote the stability

of family ranches and local livestock industries as well

as the rural economies to which those ranches were linked.

Conservation of the federal rangeland resource was another

common element of these federal policies and regulations.

A detailed discussion on institutional history and

development of the grazing permit institution and the

federal grazing fee is given in Appendix A.
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Grazing fees charged for the use of federal lands

administered by the Forest Service (FS) and BLM initially

were set at low levels and were to gradually increase.

This strategy was followed because it was thought that if

the government had immediately charged a market rate for

permitted ATJM5, many livestock producers might have been

forced out of the business, violating the policy goals of

ranch, industry, and community stability.2

Since their inception, federal grazing fees have been

administratively set rather than market determined. The

average cost of the public rangeland grazing "privilege",

the grazing fee, neither increases nor decreases with the

quantity of forage utilized under the existing permitting

and grazing fee system. This means that federal land

forage allocation is not subject to the neoclassical

market mechanism where supply and demand conditions in the

resource market determine the market clearing equilibrium

price and quantity.

Roberts (1963) developed a theoretical relationship

among grazing fees, the marginal returns to grazing on

federal lands, and the value of grazing permitsa

relationship popularly known as the "Utah Model" approach

to permit valuation (see also Gardner 1962). Roberts

2The "market rate" for livestock grazing on federal
allotments has been subject to much debate centered, in part,
around the extent, if any, to which observed private grazing
land rental rates need to be adjusted downward for higher
non-fee grazing costs on federal lands.
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explained that originally the grazing fees were set at low

levels in relation to the market value of the forage to

encourage use and private investment on federal grazing

allotments. A positive sales value for permits (popularly

called "permit value") resulted. The existence of market

values for public land grazing permits suggests that the

value arises from a capitalized stream of net benefits

accruing to the ranchers holding the permits. Roberts

further noted that the value of the grazing permit had

been capitalized into the value of the deeded or privately

owned ranch property.

Hooper (1967) asserted that the differential between

federal grazing fees and private grazing lease rates has

fostered inflated capital values for grazing permits and

base property. He suspected that changes in the grazing

fee would continue to be incremental1 resulting in

incremental changes in permit values.

Echoing Hooper, Torell and Doll (1991) noted that

grazing fees have undergone dramatic increases and are

expected to continue increasing until the differential

between the cost of public grazing (fees) and the cost of

private grazing (lease rates) is zero. They also noted

contemporary concern that the security of tenure in future

public land grazing privileges is uncertain which

adversely affects the present and future stability of the

western livestock industry.



Quigley and Thomas (1989) observed that the

government is not legally obligated to recognize permit

value as a compensable private interest in the federal

estate and does not do so. But in reality, (1) loans are

made by commercial lending institutions against permits;

(2) permits are valued as assets by appraisers and are

bought and sold in the sense that if the cattle being

grazed on the allotment are sold to a buyer the permit is,

essentially, transferred along with the cattle (this

applies only to BLM permits, not to Forest Service

permits); and (3) permit values are subject to Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) estate taxes.

The Problem

There are two interesting theoretical arguments often

advanced in the federal permit value debate, neither of

which has been demonstrated to be conclusively valid in

previous research. The first is that the value of a

federal grazing permit represents the capitalization of a

net cost advantage accruing to the grazing use of the

federal forage because the federal forage has a market or

economic value in excess of its price: the federal

grazing fee. The second is that western ranchers are the

beneficiaries of a 'windfall gain because they were given

asset value when initially awarded federal grazing

permits.

6



Theoretical Components

The non-fee costs of using public land forage are

very high as compared to the grazing costs experienced in

private leases. Therefore, when the average total costs

of grazing are considered, the usual explanation of permit

value (i.e., the capitalized difference between the

federal grazing fee and the market value of the federal

forage) may not apply.3 The short-run average total costs

of ranch operations using public land forage (annual

grazing costs) compared to the short-run average total

costs incurred by the non-permittees using only private

forage are almost the same (Bartlett et al. 1993,

Obermiller 1992b, Obermiller and Larnbert 1984, Torell et

al. 1992).

Hence, there may be no short-run net benefits to the

use of the federal grazing permit subject to

capitalization. If there are no short-run net benefits,

the continued existence of positive permit value must

represent something other than a grazing cost advantage

accruing to the federal land permittee in his or her use

of the federal grazing allotment.

The second argument is that even though positive

permit value may exist, it is no longer a net short-run or

long-run windfall gain accruing to the present generation

7

3As used here, short-run average total costs refer to
the grazing fee plus non-fee variable grazing costs per AtJN.
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of ranchers. Permit value has become a long-run cost

component in the conduct of a federal land ranching

business. Over the years the ranches have been bought and

sold so many times that the permit values accruing to

initial recipients of federal grazing permits have become

costs for the subsequent buyers of the ranches.

Therefore, if the permit cost is also amortized as a part

of ranch business costs, federal grazing fee and tenure

policies may need to be reevaluated.

Research Objectives

The general objective in this research is to explore

in empirical terms the components of this theoretical

problem. The findings should be of practical value to

ranch appraisers, prospective buyers, and sellers if the

sources of variation in observed ranch sales prices can be

adequately explained. The findings should be of value to

researchers and policy makers as well to the extent that

light is shed on the source of permit value.

To these ends, the specific research objectives are

as follow:

1. To empirically test whether differences in observed

ranch values are based on the hedonic characteristics

of individual ranch properties with federal grazing

permits in eastern Oregon and Nevada;



To empirically test whether permit value still exists

in federal land dependent eastern Oregon and Nevada

ranches;

To investigate the implications of changes in the

value of federal grazing permits on the value of

livestock ranches in eastern Oregon and Nevada; and

To empirically determine if changes in federal

grazing fees have a significant impact on the values

of a) federal grazing peLlllits and b) whole ranch

units in eastern Oregon and Nevada.

Workinq Hypotheses

Following the traditional theory of permit value, it

is hypothesized that the grazing permits on federal lands

in eastern Oregon and Nevada have value, and annual

changes in the grazing fee as well as uncertainty involved

in renewal of the tenure of authorized use affect permit

value. The alternative hypothesis is that federal grazing

permits have no value and hence changes in grazing fees

and tenure terms have no effect on whole ranch values in

the study area.

It also is hypothesized that while increases in

federal grazing fees may reduce whole ranch values, this

effect may not be the result of capitalization of reduced

short-run net benefit accruing to the use of federal

forage priced at levels below market value.

9
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Alternatively, it is hypothesized that ranch values are

not sensitive to changes in federal grazing fees.

It is further hypothesized that since permit value is

capitalized into the value of the base property, any

future reduction in the permit's value would diminish the

value of the cattle ranches in eastern Oregon and Nevada.

The alternative hypothesis is that reductions in the

permit's value do not affect the value of the whole ranch

property.

Overview of Subsequent Chapters

Chapter 2 of this dissertation reviews the mainstream

economic methodologies previously used in farmland and

ranch valuation. A review of the literature on farmland

pricing models and federal land dependent ranch valuation

models appears in this chapter. Chapter 3 explores the

theoretical linkages between traditional farmland and

ranch valuation methodologies and develops a hedonically

specified ranch valuation model for this dissertation

research.

Chapter 4 relates the theoretical constructs of the

hedonic model with the observable and quantifiable

characteristics of ranch properties. Specific computation

of the dependent and explanatory variables for the model

is discussed in this chapter. The data sources and the

study areas for this research are reported in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 5 contains the evaluation of the hedonically

specified ranch value model. The empirical findings and

their interpretations are discussed.

Conclusions and policy implications are given in

Chapter 6. Future research opportunities are identified.



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Reviewed below is previous research in the area of

farm land valuation, ranch valuation, and the federal

grazing fee and permit value debate. The discussion

focuses on the theoretical and methodological aspects of

the studies and highlights their major findings.

Studies of Farm Land Prices

Several studies have explored the relationship

between farmland values and farm income. Almost all

recent methodologies (Alston 1986, Burt 1986, Reinsel and

Reinsel 1979, Castle and I-loch 1982, Featherstone and Baker

1987, Scott 1983, and Falk 1991) have used a modification

of the present value theory of capital assets in

determining farmland prices. An important addition to the

present value approach has been recognition of the role

that hedonic characteristics play in the farmland

valuation process.

The Present Value of Cash Rents Land Valuation Approach

Aiston (1986) explored two competing explanations for

the recent real growth of U.S. land prices: real growth of

rental income to land and the interaction of inflation and

12
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tax laws. Following the approach of present value of the

future stream of net benefits to land ownership, he used

data on cash rents from eight midwestern states as a

measure of income to land rather than the more commonly

used residual income measures. He tested whether

inflation also would cause real growth in land prices.

Alston concluded that inflation has little, if any,

effect on real land price growth. Most of the real growth

in U.S. land prices can be accounted for by real growth in

net rental income to land during the twenty years ending

in 1982.

Castle and Hoch (1982) used the theory of present

valuation to explain the trend in farmland prices in the

U.S. for the 1920-78 period. They developed an

expectations model assuming that a buyer of farmland would

form an expectation of next year's price. If expected

price exceeds current price, a prospective buyer would

want to buy faLuhland, and alternatively if current price

exceeds expected price, a seller would like to sell it.

Castle and Iloch reported that expected price contains

two major components: (1) capitalized value of land rent,

and (2) real capital gains. Rent for land can increase by

demand or supply shifts. The demand for land equals its

value of marginal product which will shift up because of

an increase either in farm product prices or in land

productivity. They concluded that it is not only
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capitalized rent which explains real estate values.

Another equally important determinant is capitalized

capital gains.

Burt (1986) formulated an econometric model of the

land rent capitalization formula for farmland prices. He

hypothesized that net rents to farmland are influenced by

many factors, including prices of inputs and farm

coitutiodities and technical change, all of which are

difficult to forecast. Therefore, some sort of formation

of dynamic rent expectations by buyers and sellers is

involved in the farmland market.

Time series data for Illinois land prices from 1959

to 1982 were subjected to a dynamic regression equation of

the form P = aR*, where * and R* denote long run

equilibrium price and fixed rent respectively, and "a" is

the unknown parameter equivalent to the reciprocal of the

constant capitalization rate. The model was constrained

to have an equilibrium structure similar to the common

present value formulation.

Burt's results showed that annual percentage change

in land price can be interpreted as the sum of two

components: (1) 13 percent of the percentage difference

between a) an equilibrium land price consistent with

current expected rent and b) land price in the previous

year, and (2) 75 percent of the percentage change in land

prices in the previous year. The implicit real
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capitalization rate was estimated from the farmland price

equation to be four percent.

Burt concluded that a distributed lag response on

rents provides a complete model for farmland price

behavior when the primary consideration is agricultural

value as opposed to urban and recreation uses.

Falk (1991) tested the constant discount rate version

of the present value model using Iowa farm land prices

over the 1921-86 sample period. He reported that Melichar

(1979) and Alston (1986) assumed that net rents are

expected to grow at a constant rate and land prices should

grow at the same rate as rents grow. They concluded that

most of the variation in farmland prices over time can be

attributed to changes in net rental income.

Falk argued that a number of researchers have used a

variety of strategies to evaluate the plausibility of the

present value model of farmland prices, with mixed

conclusions. However, none of the strategies incorporated

a formal test of the restrictions that the model imposes

on the data.

He revealed a strategy for testing the present value

model, arguing that real net rent time series show a

tendency to grow over time; therefore, real net rents are

nonstationary in their mean. Real net rents, which can be

obtained by dividing cash rent series by the consumer

price index for that year, can be assumed to evolve as a



Reinsel and Reinsel (1979) explained that observed

farmland prices could be explained by (1) the factors

which influence expectations of net returns to land, and

(2) those factors which explain the formation of expected

discount rates. Developing such a formula would become a

very complex and somewhat overpowering problem if all

these factors are taken into account. It is, therefore,

16

difference stationary process (i.e., if we take a

difference of rents (Re) between two time periods t and t

1, R and R1 are stationary in the time series but the

difference is nonstationary).

Falk concluded that if the present value model is

correct, and if net rents evolve as a difference

stationary process, then it can be shown that real value

per acre of land is also a difference stationary process.

From an empirical point of view, he emphasized that using

cash rent time series may have several shortcomings. For

example, there may be several types of farmland leasing

contracts: crop-share leases, cash leases, and combination

of the two. In that case, a systematic relationship

between the quality of land and the nature of the leasing

arrangement biases the cash rent data as a measure of

return per acre.

The Present Value of Residual Returns Land Valuation

Approach
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tempting to simplify the formula of land valuation to V =

Rh, where R represents current earnings, and R and I are

assumed constant into perpetuity.

The authors reported that returns to land can be

calculated as a residual by subtracting estimated returns

to all other factors of production from gross farm income.

Assuming that current land values are determined by future

expected earnings, and expectations of future earnings and

values vary over time, they recognized that the most

important factors which act as demand shifters are

population growth, inflation, the government's policy

toward monetary expansion, and government's policy toward

minimizing taxes on capital gains.

Featherstone and Baker (1987) quantified the relative

importance of net returns and interest rates in

determining the dynamic response of asset values. They

realized that the income capitalization model of asset

values is based on expected future returns and expected

future interest rates. They used a Vector Autoregressive

(VAR) model to examine real asset value dynamics, which

would also help to understand the stochastic process of

interest rates and returns.

Featherstone and Baker described the causes of asset

value movements over two time periods: 1920 to 1940, and

1973 to 1984. They made forecasts of interest rates,

returns to assets, and asset values for each interval.
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The authors concluded that interest rates may be

capturing the effect of general economic conditions.

Returns to assets were considered largely responsible for

increasing asset values during the 1973-84 period. They

concluded that shocks in real asset value, real returns to

assets, or the real interest rate all lead to a process in

which real asset values overreact. In the initial period,

a reaction to a shock immediately occurs followed by a

process where the asset value continues to build for up to

six years until finally the effect of the one-time

transitory shock begins to die out. The results suggest a

market with a propensity for bubbles.

Scott (1983) also found that expected net returns to

farmland and inflation are factors which cause decline in

land prices. He noted that land prices over the fifty

years before 1981 had been increasing, but during 1981

land prices declined by four to five percent.

Scott conducted a follow-up survey of 90 farm

managers and rural appraisers in 1982 and found the land

prices in Illinois declined by 12.5 percent from the

previous year. He pointed out that expectations of future

returns and values are important factors which affect land

prices. The rate of return to land has ranged from three

to five percent.

Other than higher commodity prices in the mid-1970s,

since the late l960s, Scott observed that the factor most
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strongly affecting expectations had been the increasing

inflation rate. Inflation had ranged from 1.5 to 2.5

percent from 1954 through 1967. Farmland price increases

through 1980 generally could be explained on the basis of

expectations of a continuing increases in net returns and

farmland prices. He reported that the capitalization rate

for land (current income divided by current market price)

had remained at three to four percent.

Scott concluded that because the land income trend

has been constant since 1974, expectations about land

income appreciation had been dampened. Higher operating

costs, higher interest rates, declining grain prices, and

an apparent increasing real rate of interest had adversely

affected the ability of most purchasers to finance land.

If these economic conditions continued to deteriorate,

land values would be adversely affected and might

experience a potential total decline of 50 percent or

more. Clearly a decline of 50 percent in land value would

have widespread implications for land debtors, equity

positions of land owners, farmers' borrowing capacities,

and lenders' portfolios.

The Hedonic Characteristic Approach to Farmland Valuation

Chicoine (1981) used an hedonic price model based on

property characteristics to determine farmland values. He

reported that using such a model, implicit prices for
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characteristics that differentiate farmland parcels can be

determined from observations on land prices and measures

of associated characteristics. Chicoine noted that the

market for farmland is characterized by the interaction of

agricultural and urbanizing factors. He concluded that

the value of urban fringe farmland is determined as a

function of access to points of economic and social

attractions, amenity and physical properties, the

availability of public services and institutional factors

that influence the land market and its participants.

For the data set of farmland sales in Will County,

Illinois, Chicoine used a transcendental function of the

form:

(n
a

V1 = a X exp a3 X

where V1 is the per acre value of the ith parcel of

farmland as evidenced by its actual sale, X is the parcel

size, and are the measures of the jth land

characteristics describing the ith parcel. He concluded

that important characteristics which played significant

roles in determining farmland prices were distance to the

nearest town, expectations of conversion of farmland to

industrial uses, and industrial/commercial zoning.

Palmquist (1989) developed a farmland hedonic price

model of the form:

(1)



P = z (z1,z2, Z) (2)

where P is land's rental price and Z=(Z1, Z2. Z) is a

vector of n characteristics of land. Such a model is

argued to provide a basis for the estimation of the

derived demands for factors of production such as land.

He concluded that if farmland characteristics are such

that agricultural income is high, land rents will increase

and the land may be bid away from other uses. Palmquist

argued that government farm policies affect the

characteristics of land leading to higher agricultural

profits and increased rental prices.

Studies of Grazing Costs & Permit & Ranch Values

There have been several empirical studies documenting

the existence of permit value, and investigating the

effects of changes in federal grazing fees on permit

value, ranch value, and/or ranch profitability. The

results of these studies vary due to differences in land

quality, model specification, different levels of federal

and state land grazing fees, and differences in perceived

security of tenure in the federal grazing leasehold due to

the political climate that existed at the time of the

study. In all of these studies, the commonly accepted

underlying premise for the existence of permit values for

public grazing leases is the difference between the fees
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paid for federal land grazing and the lease rates charged

in private land grazing transactions.

Empirical Studies of Permit Value

Torell and Fowler (1986) estimated that the marginal

value of adding an additional AUN of public land to a New

Mexico ranch was $93.42. Martin and Jefferies (1966),

using data from 1957 through 1963, found that a BLM AIiM

added $12.90 to the value of an Arizona ranch. Collins

(1983) found that in ranch sales in Wyoming during 1980

and 1981, State Land and BLM grazing permits added value

to the sale price per deeded acre. He reported that on a

per acre basis the deeded land sales price was increased

by $55 per AIiM for BLM permits and by $88 per AIiM for

State Land grazing leases. Conversely, Winter and

Whittaker (1981) using 1970 to 1978 sales data from two

counties in eastern Oregon found that public grazing

rights had no statistically significant effect on ranch

sale prices. Torell and Doll (1991) claimed that due to

the incremental changes in grazing fees and elements of

insecurity in renewal of the authorized use privilege,

public land grazing permits have fallen in value relative

to deeded lands in the state of New Mexico.



Ranch and Community Level Impacts of Fee Increases and

Reductions in Authorized Levels of Permitted Use

To the extent that fee increases cause costs of

production to increase, it would be expected that residual

returns to the ownership of ranchiand would decline,

leading in turn to a decline in ranch values. Similarly,

reductions in the level of authorized use on federal

grazing permits can lead to reductions in ranch carrying

capacity, causing fixed costs per cow to increase. The

prospective impact again would be declines in ranch

values. Either type of ranch level impact could be

expected to have negative effects on local economic

activity induced by the purchasing patterns of local

federal land dependent ranchers. Various studies have

addressed these types of impacts.

Torell et al. (1986) estimated the costs of using

BLM, FS, and deeded rangeland for a ranch in northeastern

Nevada. They used a partial budgeting procedure to

estimate the costs of using any site grazed by domestic

livestock. The results of their study showed that if the

fixed costs of forage use are not included, private deeded

forage was the least expensive source of forage at $3.42

per AiiM which was less than federal forage use cost by

about the amount of the federal grazing fee.

However, when fixed costs were included, private

deeded forage was the most expensive source of forage
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(nearly $25 per AUM) because interest on investment was 85

percent of this cost. On the other hand, forage from BIM

lands was the least expensive source of forage for the

ranch (nearly $8.07 per AUM including the 1982 grazing fee

of $1.86 per AUM) excluding permit cost, or the amortized

cost of buying the federal grazing permit.

Similarly, the estimated cost of using FS lands was

$9.08 per AUN when the 1982 grazing fee was included.

Non-fee variable costs for both BLM and FS lands were at

least three times the amount of the federal grazing fee.

The authors concluded that a ranch incurred different

costs when cattle grazed different parcels of land.

Furthermore, the non-fee grazing costs vastly exceeded the

fees that were charged for using the public rangeland, a

finding consistent with those reached in more recent

studies (Bartlett et al. 1993, Obermiller 1992b,

Obermiller and Larnbert 1984). This suggests that the non-

fee costs of grazing federal rangeland must be considered

whenever changes in federal land grazing and pricing

policies are proposed.

Gee (1981) outlined procedures for quantifying the

impacts on beef cattle production of changes in grazing on

federal rangeland and the value of forage produced on

these lands. The procedures combined partial budgeting

and linear programming techniques.
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The enterprise budget data for several sub-regions of

the United States were obtained from United States

Department of Agriculture (USDA) records. To avoid the

aggregation problem, Gee stratified producers in each

geographical area by herd size, by season of federal

rangeland use, and by percent dependency on federal

grazing.

He constructed linear programming (LP) models for

each producer group to measure the effects of changing

forage supplies on gross income, cash operating costs,

return above cash costs, and herd size. Since the

objective function was return above total cash costs per

AUM, the shadow prices on BLM or FS AUNS in each LP model

measured marginal values (returns above cash costs per

AIiM) contributed by changes in available amounts of public

land AUMs. Shadow prices represented short run estimates

of marginal forage values.

Values per AIiM from the LP analysis were $10.86 for

BLM and $11.58 for Forest Service AUMS. These values were

found to be stable over a wide range of forage supplies,

and any increase in the cost items (like increases in

grazing fees) included in the objective functions would

reduce the magnitude of forage values.

Gee suggested that the methodology, if used for all

BLM and FS grazing allotments, -would provide a uniform set



of estimated public land forage valuessubject to the

limiting assumptions of linear programming models.

The Present Value of Residual Returns Approach to Ranch

Valuation

Lambert (1987) developed a ranch investment model

based on the net present value of the ranch's expected net

revenue stream. He argued that the model would determine

the ranch value that can be paid by a ranch purchaser, and

tested the sensitivity of ranch's net present value to

changes in the federal grazing fee. Net present value

calculations were made for fees ranging from the 1985

grazing fee of $1.35 per AUM up to $12.00 per AUM.

The results showed that increases in the federal

grazing fee decreased ranch revenues and consequently

ranch values. An increase in the grazing fee (from $1.35

per AUM) to the average 1985 private land lease rate of

$8.40 per AUM would reduce mean ranch revenues from $93 to

$48 per animal unit. Lambert concluded that ranch values,

based on the net present value calculations, would also

fall from $1,611 per animal unit (AU) at the $1.35 per AUN

fee level to $1,105 per AU at the $8.40 per AUM rate.

Hedonic Explanations of Permit and Ranch Values

Collins and Obermiller (1986) conducted two mail

surveys of lenders, appraisers, and realtors to estimate
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eastern Oregon ranch values. They found out that in 17

eastern Oregon counties, average ranch values dropped

substantially in 1985. An average eastern Oregon ranch

lost one-fourth of its value in a single year. The

results further suggested that as the ranch's dependency

on federal land forage increases, the value of the ranch

per animal unit declines.

Nonetheless, federal permits and allotments do add

value to ranch operations. In 1986, Forest Service

allotments carried an average value of $46 per animal-

month (AM) while BLM permits had value of $32 per Animal

Unit Month (AUM). Permit values declined on average at a

rate equivalent to reductions in ranch values between 1985

and 1986. The authors reported that average ranch values

had dropped to about one-half (52 percent) of their peak

value; while permit values declined by 41 percent over the

1981-1986 time period.

Among several factors which were found to have

influenced ranch value (physical condition of the ranch,

operating costs per animal unit, the availability of

seller financing, depreciable assets included in the sales

package, aesthetic features and others) operating costs

clearly had become the dominant determinant of ranch

value. Aesthetic features or depreciable assets had no

significant influence on the price ranch buyers were

willing to pay. The authors believed that the values of
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eastern Oregon ranches would continue to decline as

operating costs increase.

Winter and Whittaker (1979) developed a hedonic

regression model to explain land prices of mountainous

grazing land in eastern Oregon. They reported that sale

prices per acre of grazing land at time t. is determined by

the price of beef in time t (CATTLE), price of alfalfa hay

in time t (HAY), land purchases for ranch enlargement

(ADD), assessed value of ranch buildings (AVB), and animal

unit months of forage provided annually per acre of

rangeland (AIiM). The last variable represented forage

from all sources i.e. private as well as public lands

(BLN, FS, State lands) on an animal unit month basis. The

model specification was:

Price = f(AUMIAVB,CPI,CATTLE,HAYIADD) (3)

Winter and Whittaker concluded that all the

coefficients were significant and had anticipated signs.

The coefficient for AIiM was used to determine implied

discount rates in the range of 6.24 to 9.56 percent. They

concluded the farm mortgage rate is an appropriate measure

of the discount rate considered by purchasers of

mountainous grazing land.

Sunderman and Spahr (1992) examined the effect of the

availability of government grazing leases in Wyoming on

the sale price of deeded grazing land. They used data
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from 117 ranch sales in Wyoming from 1986 through 1989

gathered from the Commissioner of Public Lands and

compiled by the land appraisers of that office. The

original data included sales where ranches had substantial

scenic and/or recreational value in addition to normal

forage productivity. Since their study attempted to

estimate the forage value of government grazing leases,

those sales were deleted from the analysis.

They used a rnultivariate regression model with sales

price per deeded acre as the dependent variable. The

explanatory variables were real property in dollars, total

acreage, deeded acres, state acres, BLM acres, total AIJM5,

deeded AtJNs, state AUNs, BLM AUNs, and a time trend

variable.

The results of the study showed that State Land and

BLM AUNs had statistically significant positive effects on

the value of a ranch. Leased AUNS from government

agencies added $41 per AIIM to the value of the ranch. The

study further showed that increase in the grazing fee from

the current level to the range of $4.49 to $5.45 would

reduce permit values to zero.

They found that the Wyoming State Land leases were

valued more highly than BLM leases because the rates on

Wyoming State Land leases change seldom, whereas BLM lease

rates may change yearly due to the nature of the federal

grazing fee formula. The authors suggested that the BLM
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should set constant fee rates for a ten year period and

absorb the annual rate fluctuation risk themselves rather

than passing this risk on to the individual rancher for

the sake of stability in the Wyoming livestock economy.

Torell and Doll (1991) developed an econometric model

explaining New Mexico ranch values and addressing policy

questions stemming from recent increases in grazing fees.

They reported that in order to predict the value of New

Mexico ranches, the dependent variable in the estimating

equation should be the dollar value of an animal unit year

($AUY) because of the characteristics and land ownership

patterns of New Mexico ranches.

This definition of the dependent variable is

suggested because of the fact that New Mexico ranches

commonly involve little private rangeland and are heavily

dependent on public lands. The public lands are typically

valued on an animal unit year basis. They argued that

this definition of the dependent variable standardized the

parameter estimates for valid interpretation across all

sizes of ranches.

Torell and Doll specified the model with the majority

of the explanatory variables being hedonic in nature in

order to model the physical characteristics and market

structure of New Mexico ranches. They used ranch sales

data from January 1979 through December 1988. The authors

concluded that New Mexico public lands grazing fees are
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below their market forage value, and the cost differential

has been capitalized into sizeable permit values.

Torell and Doll concluded that increases in grazing

fees, and the current environmental emphasis in federal

land management, has diminished the market value of

federal land grazing permits. They suggested that permit

value should be recognized by the federal land management

agencies while designing grazing fee polices.

Peryam and Olson (1975) conducted a survey of cattle

ranches located in west-central Wyoming. The study area

was chosen because there is a large amount of BLM-

administered public land in the area. The data from the

questionnaires were used to develop two model ranch

organizations; one with low and the other with high

dependence on public lands. Two linear programming models

were constructed one for each type of ranch. The

objective function was maximization of net returns that

could be earned by the two model ranches as the cost of

using the federal lands were varied relative to other

costs and resources used in rangeland livestock

production.

The BLM grazing fee at the time of the study was

$0.78 per AUM. The results of the interviews indicated

that the total additional cost of using BLM lands as

compared to private lands was $0.92 per AUN. As in other

studies, the difference between the grazing fee and total
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grazing costs included additional mileage on vehicles,

equipment and supplies, salt and minerals, fence repair,

and miscellaneous activities.

Linear programming analysis indicated that several

changes occur in the resource organization and output of

the high dependence ranch as the cost per AUM of grazing

on the public lands rises. Each $0.10 increase in the

grazing fee would reduce the operator's returns by $174.

Similarly, on the low dependence ranch each $0.10 increase

in BLM grazing fees reduced the returns to the ranch

operator's labor, management and capital by $124.

Sensitivity analysis discovered the effects of

decreases in permitted livestock numbers on both types of

ranches. When the amount of BLM grazing available was

reduced by ten percent, the ranch returns were lowered by

$454. The reduction in BLM livestock forage allocations

necessitated a reduction in the cow herd as well as

adjustments in the use of other forage sources and labor

requirements.

The combined effects of increases in the grazing fee

and reductions in grazing permit forage allocations also

were studied. These combined effects reduced the returns

to the operator's labor, management, and owned capital;

caused reductions in the number of cows that the rancher

owned; and reduced the amount of BLM grazing that the



rancher used. The reductions were greater than those

caused by either change alone.

Summary

From the review of the above-mentioned studies, it

can be concluded that the theory of capital asset pricing

alone does not explain farmland prices. Hence, different

methodologies have been used in analyzing the determinants

of farm and ranch values. Based on these studies, a

theoretical framework for the present dissertation

research is developed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter explores the linkage between theoretical

constructs of mainstream methodologies employed in

farmland price models and ranch value models. In the

first part of the chapter the theoretical components of

land valuation are described. In the second part of the

chapter, a theoretical model of ranch values is developed.

Consistent with the theory of land value, the traditional

cost advantage theory of permit value is explained and

compared with the alternative total cost thesis of permit

value established in this dissertation research.

Theory of Land Value

As noted in Chapter II, the conventional approach

used to explain the value of agricultural land is based on

the theory of present value. Land is considered a capital

asset which generates a stream of future earnings commonly

known as land rents. Since land is a more durable capital

asset than other types of assets and would generate

earnings over an infinite number of time periods, it is

essential that all future earnings should be discounted to

their present value in order to determine the land's

value.
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According to the theory of present value, the market

price of any capital asset is the discounted value of the

net income stream produced by the asset (Gray 1968,

Workman 1986, Randall 1987). The current market value of

land, therefore, may be determined through the following

relationship:

R2 R3 R (4)
t=1 (l+r1)' (l+r2)2 (l+r3) (1rj

where PV is the present value of the land, R is the net

rent accruing to land in time period t, and r is the

discount rate considered during time period t. If land

rents (Re) and discount rates (re) are assumed to be

constant over time, the formula for the present value of a

capital asset would reduce to PV = R/r where "R"

represents current earnings from land and °r is the

current market long term interest rate.

This is the simplest model used in explaining the

value of land, and for that matter the value of any

capital asset. In reality, however, future earnings from

land and discount rates are not constant over time and

thus PV = R/r misrepresents observed land value. The

future expected returns from land are some function of

farm commodity and input prices, yields, taxes, interest

rates, credit terms, inflation rates, the potential for
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disposing of the tract for some higher and better use, and

a long list of other variables. Discount rates are a

function of the time preference f or money, risk, and

inflation.

Previous hedonic studies describing the determinants

of farmland prices have emphasized factors such as (1)

quality and productivity of land, (2) location of the

parcel, (3) expectations of the future earnings, and (4)

government programsall of which may affect the farmland

price determination process. But the fundamental

variables commonly recognized are (a) contribution of land

to agricultural income, (b) the discount factor, and (c)

capital gains. The contribution of land to farm income is

measured by land rent, and the market interest rate is

often used as a proxy for the discount factor. The

economic theory underlying these fundamental variables is

discussed in the following section.

Land Rent

Land rent per unit may be defined as the difference

between the price of a good produced using land and the

unit costs of turning that land into the good.4 What

remains after these unit costs are netted out is the value

4Unit costs include the value of the labor, capital,
materials, and energy inputs used to convert the soil
resources into a marketable product.
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of the land itself (Hartwick and Olewiler 1986). The

economic theory of production tells us that under the

conditions of perfect competition, any factor of

production (including the land resource) should be

employed in the production process until its marginal

value product is equal to the additional cost of acquiring

the factors of production. In other words, the profit

maximizing firm would want to utilize any resource up to

the point that the marginal value product of the resource

is equal to the marginal cost of using an additional unit

of the resource.

The marginal value product from using an extra unit

of the resource is the extra revenue yielded by selling

that which the extra unit of resource produces. It can be

found by multiplying the resource's marginal physical

product by the market price obtained from the sale of

firm's output in the market for goods.

Marginal factor cost is defined as the change in the

firm's total cost resulting from a one unit change in the

purchase and use of the resource per unit of time, and

under perfect competition it will be equal to the price of

the resource (Nicholson 1992).

For example,

MT/P = MFC (5)
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P*MP =p (6)

where P is the market price of the firm's output, MP is

the marginal physical product of the resource, and p is

the price of the resource.

If the marginal value product of a given resource is

lower than its price, the firm will try to reduce the use

of the resource. Alternatively, if the marginal value

product is greater than the price of the resource, the

firm can increase net returns by expanding the quantity

employed. As a result, firms bid up the resource price

until the MVP and MFC equate for all firms assuming the

available supply of the resource is unlimited. This may

result in transfer of the resource from a lower paying to

a higher paying use. Assuming no supply limitations,

resource transfer will continue until the marginal value

product of the resource is equalized in all its uses, and

all firms in the market pay a price per unit equal to its

marginal value product. In this generalized case, if the

resource supply is limited and administratively allocated,

marginal value product may be greater than the associated

costs.

Discount Factor

What is the appropriate discount factor: Is it the

market interest rate, or the internal rate of return?
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Castle and loch (1982) answered this question in a

comprehensive way. They asserted that the answer depends

on how we assume inflation affects a particular stream of

returns. If an annual flow of funds does not inflate with

the general price level, then the long term market

interest rate is the proper discount rate to use in

capitalization. On the other hand, if the annual return

does change with the price level, then the proper interest

rate is the real internal rate of return "±", and let us

assume that hut is arbitrarily set at .05. Assume further

that the market interest rate in period t can be written

as:

(7)

where I is the long term market interest rate, f*

accounts for incorporation of the change in the general

price level () into the market interest rate, and "i" is

the real internal rate of return.

Castle and Hoch reported that the appropriate factor

to apply in discounting is (1 i) (1 + since 1/(1 +1) (1

+ f) is the present real value of a dollar to be received

a year from now. Consequently, the proper market interest

rate can be defined as (1 +1) (1 + f) I which may be

labelled as J. Thus, if the market interest rate is .10

with ± equal to .05, then f* must be .0476. This follows

from the relation:
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.10 .05 + .0476 + (.05) (.0476) (8)

If the rate of inflation is above .0476, then f* has

lagged behind Note that I, = J jf f* = so J can

be interpreted as the equilibrium value for I. In short,

a stream of fixed money values should be discounted by J,

rather than I.

In practice, however, discounting by I should

introduce only modest error. Secondly, discounting a

fixed money stream of returns by the "proper market rate

of interest (I, or J) is equivalent to discounting a

corresponding net stream of variable money returns by "i".

The net stream of variable money returns can be

obtained by subtracting the inflation component from the

given fixed money stream. Thus, the real value of capital

is unchanged with price level changes. So it is merely a

matter of choice whether to use proper" market interest

rate (I or J), or the internal rate of return as the

discount factor in the capitalization formula.

However, if the discount rate is considered variable

over time, fluctuations in its magnitude may cause

substantial changes in the land prices obtained by using

present valuation theory. An increase in the discount

rate decreases the present value of future net income

streams, which implies increases in the demand for land.

Similarly, a decrease in the discount rate increases the
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present value suggesting a decrease in the demand for

land. Therefore, since it is cumbersome to work with

variable discount rates in a capitalization formula, the

simplifying assumption of a constant rate across all time

periods often is made.

Modification of the Present Valuation Approach for the

Ranch Value Study

The present valuation approach to land pricing may

not be directly applicable in determining the market value

of ranch property. The reason is that in the market

place, ranch transactions involve several types of capital

assets including ranch buildings, equipment, livestock,

privately owned grazing land, and most importantly in the

present study grazing permits for federal rangelands. A

common characteristic of most livestock ranches throughout

the western United' States is seasonal dependency on

federal rangeland for year round ranch operations.

Consequently, a typical western ranch is comprised of

complementary private and federal (and/or State) lands.

Theoretically, present valuation of future income

streams from only privately owned ranch assets should

determine the market value of a western ranchbut this is

not the case. A part of the ranch income is generated

from public grazing lands attached to the ranch. In this

case, we must also account for the contribution of public



grazing land to the ranch's gross revenues and residual

returns to land.

A Theoretical Model of Ranch Values

An economic model is basically an abstraction from

the real world. Reality can be quite complex making it

difficult to understand each and every component of the

problem under study. Constructing a model is the art of

developing a skeleton for comprehending part of a more

complex real world problem. Models are widely used in

economics. A simple model would pick out only those

essential factors and relationships which are believed to

be relevant to the economic problem (Nicholson 1992).

A good model of ranch value can be developed by

understanding the relationship between ranch sale price

and ranch characteristics. The ranch characteristics

include physical characteristics and non-physical

characteristics. The physical characteristics are the

ranch building structures, operating equipment, type of

livestock, type of pasture land, productivity of pasture

land, source of irrigation water, government land

available on a lease basis, distance of the ranch from a

large city, and level of range improvement.

Non-physical characteristics include scenic and

recreational characteristics of the area or of the ranch,

expectations of future capital gains, potential growth of
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earnings, ranchers' preferences for certain regions, and

government support program such as tax exemptions.

Therefore, the price for which a ranch is sold will be

determined by its unique localized physical

characteristics and other factors which contribute to net

annual returns.

Following the theoretical framework reviewed in

Chapter II, e.g., Palmquist (1989), Winter and Whittaker

(1979), Torell and Doll (1991), and SundeLman and Spahr

(1992) a hedonic ranch value model can be specified as

follows:

P = Z (z1,Z2, Z) (9)

where P is the observed sales value, and Z=(Z1, Z2 .....Z)

is a vector of n characteristics of the ranch including

the permit value. The functional form may not be linear.

Federal grazing permit value, e.g., Z above, is one

of the most important characteristics of a ranch and is

believed to positively influence the value of the

privately owned ranch property. Therefore, it is

important to understand how a federal grazing permit

accumulates its value.

The Theory of Permit Value

A ranch value model should emphasize the land

ownership pattern (private or deeded and public land
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leases included in the whole ranch unit) as a major

determinant of ranch price differentials. The present

value theory of capital assets pricing suggests that the

major factor determining the market price of ranch should

be its earning potential. A typical ranch's income

accrues to the privately owned resources as well as its

public land permits. The earning potential of grazing

permits on Bureau of Land Management and Forest Service

allotments is a key factor influencing ranch prices.

The Traditional Cost Advantage Theory of Permit Value

Roberts (1963) originally developed a model of permit

value which has been refined by several researchers.5 The

argument is best explained with the help of Figure 1.

Consider livestock per section of rangeland along the

x-axis and revenue and costs along the y-axis. The

marginal value product (MVP) curve represents the demand

curve for public land forage and MFC is the marginal

factor cost curve. According to economic theory, a profit

maximizing rancher would like to operate at S3 where MVP =

MFC. But this level of stocking is not available to him

because of several reasons.

The rangelands, like other biological renewable

resources, have a renewable limit (RL), and use of the

5For example, see Brokken and McCarl (1987) and Torell
and Doll (1991)
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rangeland beyond that limit results in deterioration: the

range cannot maintain its productivity year after year on

a sustainable basis. There may be concerns on the part of

the public range management agencies about reserving some

forage for wildlife, recreation, and other uses. They may

set an allowable limit (AL) on usage of the range forage

for livestock grazing purposes.

At the S level of stocking, S1A represents the

nonfee costs public land permittees have to incur in

grazing their stock on federal allotments. These costs

are for gathering the livestock, turnout/off, routine

management, death losses etc. (Obermiller l992a and

1992b). AB represents the grazing fee per animal unit

month ($/ATJN) the permittees pay to the U.S. Treasury for

the privilege of using public lands. BC is the difference

in the public forage value (MVP) and the cost of using

public land forage (MFC) 6 Hereafter, this difference

will be termed as the "cost advantage" (CADV) of using

public lands.

Under this theory of permit value, the cost advantage

in fact is net income to the rancher. Given the perpetual

nature of the public land lease system, the cost advantage

becomes a future income stream. Present valuation of the

future stream of cost advantage from public grazing lands

6MFC represents the non-fee costs as well as the grazing
fee cost of using the public land forage.
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gives value to the federal land grazing permitspopularly

called 'permit value.

The relationship can be shown as follows:

CADV CADV CADV
= + 2 ++

(lr1)' (l+r2)2 (l+r)

where pv is permit value and CADV is the income from the

cost advantage of using public land forage at time "t",

and "re. is the discount rate considered for time at". If

the cost advantage of using public land forage and the

discount factor are assumed to be constant over time, as

they usually are, the permit value formula will reduce to:

CADVPermit Value = r

where CADV is the current income accruing to the rancher

from the cost advantage of using federal land forage, and

"r is the arbitrarily chosen internal rate of return or

simply the market rate of interest.

An Alternative Total Cost Thesis of Permit Value

It is a fact that many decades ago federal grazing

permits were administratively allocated among the ranchers

who had customarily grazed their stock on certain parcels
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of public domain.7 The direct fee cost of grazing on

government lands (grazing fee) was set at a low level to

encourage private investment as well as to help stabilize

rural economies throughout the West (Obermiller 1992a and

1992c). The federal land grazing permits legitimized a

capitalized permit value that accrued to the original

users of certain parcels of public domain, the subsequent

permit holders. Consequently, the grazing permits

acquired a market value.

A number of studies have reported that the permit

values accruing to original permit holders have now been

converted into costs of conducting the ranching business.

Torell et al. (1988) and Torell et al. (1992) have

reported that 85 to 90 percent of the current holders of

public land grazing permits have had to buy the permits

they now hold to acquire the "privilege to graze" on

public lands. In summary, the permit values are no longer

benefits,8 but rather are real and measurable permit

costslong run land ownership costs. Permit costs are

Those permittees who qualified for federal land
grazing permits were required to satisfy the land management
agencies' criteria of commensurate base property, freehold
deeded property required for the year round operation of the
ranch. (See Appendix A for more detail on these preference
criteria).

8 The term "benefits" is used here because it is argued
that when permits were initially issued, beneficial interest
or value was created and transferred from the public to the
private permit holder.
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significant and are real costs for those federal rangeland

ranching operations.

Several studies have shown that federal grazing

permittees are paying at least as much as fair market

value for public land forage through their grazing fees,

given that nonfee variable grazing costs are higher on

federal lands as compared with private rangelands

(Obermiller 1992a, 1992b and 1992c; Obermiller and Larnbert

1984; Bartlett et al. 1993) . Therefore, the short term

average total costs of grazing both types of

rangelandsfederal lands and private landsare at least

equivalent, and are generally higher on federal grazing

allotments.

Now the question arises, why is there demand for

federal land forage when the costs of grazing federal land

forage and private forage are same? The answer is

twofold. First, privately owned rangelands available for

rental purposes are not in abundance. Second, throughout

the West, it is not possible for the majority of ranching

operations to be economically viable in the long run

without having access to federal grazing allotments.

Federal land forage is a complementary input that

augments whole ranch carrying capacity by providing a

seasonal federal forage supply, enabling the whole ranch

unit to function at a viable size year round. Thus,

federal grazing llprivilegesuu enhance the carrying capacity
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of the ranch and in turn reduce the long-run average costs

of the ranch per unit of output (yield at a higher level

of carrying capacity than that achievable only from the

deeded land portion of the whole ranch unit). This

phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.

Consider carrying capacity of a ranch (number of AUs

supportable yearround) along the X-axis and price per

unit of carrying capacity ($/AU) along the Y-axis.

Suppose two ranchers are participating in a perfectly

competitive product market, with market price per AU shown

by P0.

Imagine that the original homestead ranch with up to

640 acres of only deeded land resources (before the

allotment of a federal grazing permit) had a capacity of

150 AUs and was at point A on the long run average cost

curve (LAC) . The short run average cost curve for rancher

1 (SAC1), operating without access to adjoining public

domain, was higher than the market price line. This ranch

could not survive and either went out of business or was

sold to another rancher.

Alternatively, rancher 2 (who also owned 640 acres of

deeded land) grazed his livestock with neither permission

nor legally recognized rights to do so on adjoining public

domain and thus was able to operate at a higher yearround
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LAC

Figure 2. Relationship between the Federal Grazing
Permit and Ranch Cost Structures.

Note: It is to be noted that less efficient producers
might operate on SAC schedules lying above those
depicted in Figure 2. They still could receive
rents, however, as long as their minimum SAC fell
below the price line. These rents would be less
than those accruing to the SAC2 producers in
Figure 2.

150 AL RL MAX #ofAU

with Permit+G.Sys 2)SAC3
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carrying capacity (e.g., 300 cows).9 Rancher 2 has the

cost structure given by SAC2. SAC2 refers to a particular

grazing system (G.Sys 1 in Figure 2) in the rangeland

livestock production process used at the time the grazing

permit was issued.

With the allotment of preference AtJM5 from the

adjoining federal range, rancher 2 received legally

safeguarded rights to retain the use of his whole ranch

resource base (deeded land plus federal grazing allotment)

and was enabled to sustain his productive capacity up to

AL (300 AU5). Although rancher 2 would have wanted to

operate at a point where marginal revenue is equal to

marginal cost, i.e., at RL where P0 = MO2, he was not

allowed to do so.

The federal land management agencies recognize that

RL is the renewable limit of the federal rangeland if all

forage is allocated to domestic livestock. Following the

multiple use mandate, the agencies restrict the forage

supply allocated to livestock grazing to AL, with the

balance below the renewable limit (RL - AL) allocated to

other uses.

Even though rancher 2 used less federal forage (AL)

than he would have used if not restricted by government

Ranchers using public domain lands for grazing either
privately or through voluntary rancher associations enforced
their customary use rights, thus circumventing in part the
open access problem associated with common property
resources.
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regulations (RL), the legally sustainable productive

capacity ensured rancher 2 that he would retain his short

run average cost structure over the long run, operating at

point B where ranching is profitable. The area P0CBD

denotes the pure economic rent accruing to the ranch as a

whole including its deeded resources as well as its

allotted federal resources.

SAC3 refers to a subsequently adopted more efficient

grazing system (G.Sys 2) where rangeland quality was

enhanced through seeding improved pastures, development of

haylands, establishment of corrals, building of fences,

better irrigation systems, etc. When rancher 2 adopts the

more efficient grazing system (G.Sys 2 in Figure 2), his

short-and long-run average costs are further lowered as is

reflected by SAC3.

Following the maximization principle, rancher 2 would

like to operate at a carrying capacity shown as MAX in

Figure 2. But suppose his allowable usage of federal

forage remains unchanged at AL. Rancher 2 will only be

able to operate at point E. The net profit to the ranch

now is due to pure economic rent as before (POCBD) plus

quasi economic rent attributable to improvements which are

fixed in the short-run but variable in the long-run and is

shown by the area DEEF. In other words, by adopting a

more efficient grazing system total land rent increases

and is sum of pure and quasi economic rents.
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The capitalization of pure economic rent (POCBD) at an

appropriate discount rate yields a value called the

"permit value." The capitalization of quasi rent (DBEF)

at an appropriate discount rate yields a value called

"improvement value."

This distinction is important because whole ranch

value (capitalized value of land rent) cannot be

attributed solely to the allotted federal rangeland

resource and associated permit value. It is attributable

to the whole ranch operation. The obvious reason for this

conclusion is that without the federal grazing permit the

ranch would be unable to survive over the long run and

without commensurate private rangeland property the ranch

would be unable to obtain the federal grazing permit.

This complementary blend of resources enables the ranch to

exist as an economically viable unit over the owner's

planning horizon. Therefore, its net profits are

attributable to every type of resource owned and

"permitted", or simply to the total productive capacity of

the entire ranch.

Summary

The theoretical constructs used in general land

valuation studies, and more specifically in investigations

of ranch and grazing permit values, have been reviewed in

this chapter. In Chapter IV these theoretical constructs

are coupled with the hedonic specifications of



agricultural and grazing land values, and an empirical

model used to estimate whole ranch and federal grazing

permit values in eastern Oregon and Nevada is presented.
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CHAPTER IV

THE EMPIRICAL MODEL

This chapter includes a discussion of data sources,

study areas, and the empirical model developed consistent

with the objectives of this study. In the first section

of the chapter the extent and limitations of the data set

are explained. The second part deals with the estimation

procedures and the computation of dependent and

explanatory variables for the empirical model.

Data Sources and Study Areas

The study area includes a portion of eastern Oregon1°

and all of the state of Nevada. The data set for eastern

Oregon counties was obtained from the records of the Farm

Credit Service district headquarters office in Spokane,

Washington. At a later stage in the analysis another data

set for the State of Nevada also became available and was

included in the study. By including the Nevada ranch

sales data it was thought that the results would have

broader applicability.

The data set for the combined states covered the

period from January 1978 through March 1993. A detailed

breakdown of the statewide number of ranch sales occurring

56

10 The data for eastern Oregon covered 11 counties:
Maiheur, Harney, Union, Baker, Lake, Klamath, Crook, Wallow,
Wheeler, Grant, and Crook.
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in each year is given in Table 1. A sample data sheet

used by FCS to record such Information is attached in

Appendix B.

Originally the data set consisted of 210 sale

transactions in eastern Oregon and 97 transactions in

Nevada. It was observed that sales of parcels without

federal grazing permits were mostly hay land or pasture

units rather than established commercial ranches.

Therefore, in order to meet the objectives of this

research, all those sales which either did not have

federal grazing permits attached to the sale, or were only

federal grazing permits apparently transferred without the

sale of commensurate deeded land, were not included in the

study.

Similarly, it was thought that ranches of capacity

less than 40 animal units were mostly hobby ranches and/or

were secondary enterprises supplementing the major sources

of farm income.11 The ranch sales with capacities less

than 40 animal units also were excluded. The final data

set subject to econometric analysis included 104 sales

from eastern Oregon and 60 sales from Nevada making a

total of 164 observations.

The data set included cattle ranches that used

various types of public grazing lands including those

' Krause (1992) defines a commercial beef cattle ranch
as one consisting of 100 or more beef cows (animal units).



Table 1. Statewide Number of Ranch Sales Occurring in

Total Nunther
of Sales 60 104 164

Note: The 1988-1991 time period corresponded to a rebound
in cattle prices and at the same time long term interest
rates were declining. This may explain the relatively
large number of ranch sales since in earlier years cattle
prices were depressed and ranch values generally were
declining.
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Each Year, 1978-1993.

Absolute Frequency

Year of Sale Nevada Oregon Overall

1978 2 0 2

1979 1 0 1

1980 2 0 2

1981 2 0 2

1982 1 0 1

1983 2 0 2

1984 2 0 2

1985 0 0 0

1986 4 9 13
1987 6 15 21
1988 16 25 41
1989 10 20 30
1990 4 14 18
1991 5 13 18
1992 2 7 9

1993 1 1 2
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administered by the BLM, the Forest Service, and in one

case State Lands in eastern Oregon. More precisely, the

data set for each ranch included county and range

location, size in acres, sale price, rangeland carrying

capacity, public land grazing permits attached to the

ranch, month and year of the sale, an appraiser's estimate

of values of the buildings and improvements, and

cultivated acres. The acronyms and definitions of the

hedonic ranch characteristics that are used in the

computation of explanatory variables are given in Table 2.

The summary statistics for the variables appearing in the

final models are given in Table 3. The statewide summary

statistics of the variables included in the analysis are

reported in the Appendix C.

Limitations of the Data Set

As discussed earlier, it has been recognized that the

non-physical or qualitative characteristics of ranches are

important components of ranch value models. The

qualitative characteristics that might influence ranch

sale values include scenic and recreational

characteristics, expectations of future capital gains,

potential growth of earnings, rancher's preferences for

certain regions, government's support programs, and ranch

fundamentalism.
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Table 2. Definitions of the Hedonic Ranch Characteristics
Used in Computation of the Variables Used in the
Analysis.

RANCHVAL Total ranch sale price in dollars, excluding
the value of cattle and machinery.

CROPAC Total acres of cultivated cropland included
with the ranch sale.

HAYAC Acres of hay land included with the ranch
sale.

RANGEAC Total acres of deeded rangeland included
with the ranch sale.

SIZE Size of the ranch in acres of deeded land
(i.e. SIZE = CROPAC + HAYAC + RANGEAC).

PRICEAC Ranch sale price on a $/acre basis (i.e.,
RANCHVAL/SIZE)

IMPROV Total appraised value of houses, buildings,
and improvements included with the ranch
sale.

IMPROAC Appraised value of houses, buildings, and
improvements included with the ranch sale on
a per deeded acre basis, i.e. (IMPROV/SIZE)

DEEDAUM Total carrying capacity in AUMs from deeded
land.

DAUMAC Average private rangeland productivity,
computed as the total number of deeded AUN5
included in the sale, divided by the total
number of deeded acres sold (i.e.,
DEEDAUM/SIZE).

BLMAUM Total AUM carrying capacity from BLM land
(i.e., number of AUM leased from BLM land).

FSAUM Total AUN carrying capacity from FS land
(i.e., number of AUN leased from FS land).

TOTAUN Total AUN carrying capacity rating for the
ranch from deeded and public leased forage
sources (i.e., TOTAUM = DEEDAUN + BLMAUN +
FSAUM).

TIME Time trend variable defined as the number of
years following January 1978 that the ranch
sold.

Variable Definition of Variable



Table 2 (continued). Definitions of the Hedonic Ranch
Characteristics Used in Computation of the
Variables Used in the Analysis.

Variable Definition of Variable

FEDAUN Total carrying capacity from both BLM and
USFS lands measured in AUM5 (i.e., BLMAUN +
FSAUM).

PERFED Percent of total ranch carrying capacity
from federal lands (i.e.,
(FEDAUM/TOTAUN) *100).

COSTADV1 The estimated annual per AUM cost advantage
the ranch had due to attached public land
grazing leases at time t-1 (i.e., average
statewide private grazing rental rate
adjusted for services provided minus the
federal grazing fee)
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Based on 164 observations.
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Table 3. Summary Statistics for Selected Variables in the
Final Ranch Value Models, Oregon & Nevada, 1978-
1993.

Names of Variable Mean1' St. Dev.1'

RANCHVAL 740040 748680

PRICEAC 348.11 889.29

DEEDATJN 3935.4 3736.3

FEDAUM 2880.5 3800.5

PERFED 38.84 24.12

TOTAUN 6815.90 5975.7

DAUMAC 1.97 5.69

IMPROV 80254.00 94065.0

IMPROVAC 42 .12 106 .71

HAYAC 429.71 578.99

CROPAC 145.13 420.52

SIZE 6656.30 12538.00

COSTADV1 2.06 0.43

TIME 10.67 2.63

RANGEAC 6080.50 12345.00

BLMAUM 2408.60 3925.70

FSAUM 422.87 1288.70



However, the available data for this study did not

contain information on qualitative characteristics, and

given time and budget constraints it would have been

virtually impossible to measure some of them such as

expectations and beliefs. If the information on such

variables were available, it may have improved the

precision and predictive power of the estimating models.

The Estimation Procedures

The justification, computation, and specific form of

the dependent and each of the explanatory variables

theoretically consistent with the ranch value model

developed in Chapter III (Equation 9) are discussed in the

following section of this chapter. The specific

formulation of dependent variable and explanatory

variables is as follows.

The Dependent Variable

Absolute ranch sale price in dollars is the most

appropriate measure of ranch value for ranch buyers,

sellers, and ranch appraisers. On the other hand, ranch

sales prices per deeded acre are more often used by ranch

economists who do research on determinants of ranch value.

Since the objectives and findings of this dissertation

research are directed toward both clientele, models with

both types of dependent variables were developed.
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The Explanatory Variables

For the ranch valuation study in the study area, the

following explanatory variables were formulated:

Carrying capacity of the ranch

Total carrying capacity of a ranch is a measure of

the scale of the ranch business and is the most important

determinant of total or whole ranch value. For the

purpose of this study, total carrying capacity of the

ranch was subclassified according to its contributory

sources. Two explanatory variables were considered: (1)

carrying capacity in AUN5 from privately owned rangeland

(DEEDAUM); and (2) carrying capacity in AUN5 from federal

sources (FEDAUN) 12

Collins and Vanvig (1982), and Torell and Doll (1990)

observed that ranch values per unit of capacity declined

considerably when the ranches were heavily dependent upon

public forage. In order to statistically test this

phenomena, the percent contribution of federal forage to

total carrying capacity of the ranch (PERFED) was defined

as an explanatory variable in the per deeded acre version

of the model. This definition provided an estimate of the

marginal contribution (a one percent increase or decrease)

in federal land forage availability to whole ranch value.
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12 Federal sources include both the Forest Service and
the Bureau of Land Management.



The sign of the coefficient was expected to indicate

whether there was a decrease or an increase in the value

of the whole ranch unit for a marginal increase in ranch

dependency on federal land forage.

Average rangeland productivity

Rangeland quality is another important determinant of

ranch values. That means that ranches associated with

higher quality rangelands would be expected to capture

higher market sales prices.

For the purpose of this dissertation, average

rangeland productivity (DAUNAC) was defined as total

carrying capacity from deeded rangelands (DEEDAUM) divided

by total acres of deeded land involved in the sale (SIZE).

This variable was used as a proxy measure of rangeland

quality. Acres of public land attached through grazing

permits or leases to the commensurate deeded property were

unavailable. Hence, the rangeland productivity measure

used in the current study apply only to the privately

owned lands in the ranch unit.

Assessed value of buildings and improvements

Another commonly recognized determinant of ranch

value is value of houses, buildings, and other

improvements included in the sale of the ranch. In this

study, assessed value of buildings and improvements was
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used both as an absolute value (IMPROV), and/or as the

dollar value of the buildings and improvements per deeded

acre (IMPROV/SIZE).

Cultivated land

It has been argued by several researchers that

different types of croplands including irrigated and dry

croplands can significantly raise ranch sale prices.'3

The rationale for including cultivated land as an

explanatory variable in the present research (where most

eastern Oregon and Nevada ranches do not have irrigated or

cultivated lands) was to accommodate acreage used for

improved pasture and for hay production as well as for

enterprises other than beef cattle production. When such

lands were present, it was presumed that they would

increase the sales price of the ranch.

Cultivated land was a composite variable and was sub-

classified into two sub-variables. The first sub-variable

(HAYAC) represented acreage under improved pasture and/or

used for hay production. The acreage on the ranch used

for enterprises other than beef cattle production such as

growing row crops like onions, sugarbeets, etc., and field

crops such as wheat was captured in the second sub-

variable (CROPAC).

13 See for example, Torell and Fowler (1986), Torell and
Doll (1990) , Torell and Doll (1991) , and Collins (1983)



Ranch size

It has been observed that ranch prices vary as a

function of ranch size, and the larger ranches generally

sell for less per unit of land or per unit of carrying

capacity than do smaller ranches.14 To model this

phenomenon in the dissertation research, a size variable

was computed from total deeded land acres included in the

sale (i.e. SIZE = CROPAC + HAYAC + RTNGEAC).

Cost advantage from the grazing permit

Several range economists have asserted that positive

grazing permit values result when the cost incurred in

using public land forage is lower than the value of the

forage.'5 Therefore, a positive grazing permit value

would reflect the capitalized value of annual cost

advantages of using public land forage consistent with the

present value theory of land prices. The cost advantage

decreases when the federal grazing fee increases, leading

to a decrease in permit value.

The implied cost advantage of the grazing permit was

selected to test the validity of the traditional theory of

permit value by evaluating the impact of recent changes in
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14 See for example, Torell and Doll (1990), and
Sunderman and Spahr (1992).

' See for example, Roberts (1963), Hooper (1967), and
several recent studies (Torell et al (1986), Torell and Doll
(1990) , and Torell and Doll (1991)
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grazing fee rates on ranch values. The rationale in

constructing this variable was that if the theory of

permit value were confirmed, the value of public land

grazing permits in eastern Oregon and Nevada would

decrease as the difference between federal land grazing

fees and actual forage value decreases due to increases in

federal grazing fees, and vice versa. Consequently, the

value of the ranches in eastern Oregon and Nevada to which

those grazing permits were attached would also decline

with decreases in permit values. This explanatory

variable was estimated by deducting the grazing fee, in

dollars per AUN ($/AUN), from the estimated forage values

on a per AUM basis for each year in the study period.

The assumptions used in computing this variable were

(1) the annual value of the federal grazing permits would

be based on the per AIiM cost advantage computed for the

year prior to the ranch sale, (2) the per AUM rental rate

of private rangeland grazing represents the average value

of private sector grazing rental transactions, and (3) the

value of the public land forage is 50 percent (any other

constant percent could have been used) of the average

private land grazing rental rate. Obermiller (l992b)

estimated that value of landlord services attached to

private land leases in eastern Oregon accounted for 50

percent of the average value of private lease rates.

Therefore, a downward adjustment of 50 percent in setting
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the annual private land grazing rental rate is an estimate

of the "bare ground" or ground rent forage value of the

private land grazing lease. The federal grazing fee was

subtracted from the adjusted "bare ground" private forage

value on a per AUN basis to arrive at the implied per AUM

public land grazing cost advantage, i.e.,

COSTADV(t1) = (FORAGE VALUE(t1) - GRAZINGFEE(t1)) (12)

The average annual cost advantage per ATJN across the study

time period is shown in Table 4.

Time of sale of the ranch

A time trend variable was included in the analysis to

determine how the values of ranches in eastern Oregon and

Nevada had fluctuated over time. This variable was coded

from the information on the date of the sale of the ranch.

The codes were assigned according to the number of years

following January 1978 that the ranch sold. For example,

if a ranch was sold in January 1981, a code of 3.0 was

assigned to the time variable. Similarly, a ranch sold on

July 1991 was given a code of 13.5. The coded time trend

variable entered in the estimating equations as an

independent variable, and in a cubic form.



Source: a. USDA, National Agricultural Statistics, various issues.
Obermiller, 1992.
The lease rate for 1993 was not available at the time of this study, so
the 1992 lease rate was used as a proxy.

Table 4. Calculation of the Cost Advantage ($/AtJM) for Grazing on Federal Lands in
Eastern Oregon & Nevada, 1977-1993.

Year
Private Lease
Rate (PLR)A

Forage Value
(50% of PLR)b

Federal
Grazing Feea

Cost Differential
(COSTADV)

1977 5.26 2 . 63 1.51 1. 12
1978 6. 64 3.32 1.51 1. 81
1979 6.88 3 .44 1.89 1.55
1980 7.56 3.78 2.36 1. 42
1981 7.54 3.77 2.31 1.46
1982 7.70 3.85 1.86 1.99
1983 7.24 3 . 62 1.40 2.22
1984 6. 52 3.26 1.37 1.89
1985 8.57 4.29 1.35 2 . 94
1986 7.69 3.85 1.35 2.50
1987 5.91 2.96 1.35 1.61
1988 7.03 3 . 52 1.54 1.98
1989 7.40 3.70 1.86 1.84
1990 8.28 4.14 1.81 2.33
1991 8.93 4.47 1. 87 2.50
1992 9.28 4.64 1.92 2.72
1993 9. 28C 4.64 1.86 2.78



The General Functional Form

The empirical model d,eveloped for forecasting

absolute and per deeded acre ranch values in eastern

Oregon and Nevada were multivariate regression models of

the following general forms:

For the absolute sales value model:

RANCH AL = .t C IMPROVI DEEDAUM, FEDAUM,

SIZE, CROPAC, HAYACI (13)

Dl, COSTADV1, TIME);

and for the per deeded acre sales value model:

PRICEC= f( TOTAUMI PERFEDI DAUMACI

CROPAC, HAYAC, IMPROVAC, (14)
Dl, COSTADV1, TIME)

The variable definitions are given in Table 2. The

first seven variables are of hedonic nature (e.g. Z1. . . .Z

in Equation 9) as they relate the value of the ranch to

localized and specific physical ranch characteristics.

The last two determinants of ranch value are categorized

as economic variables since they capture the effects of

important economic conditions. The results obtained when

the data were fitted to this multivariate equation are

described in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF RANCH SALES DATA

AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

This chapter reports the results of two regression

equations (Equations 13 and 14) that were developed for

estimating ranch and permit values in eastern Oregon and

Nevada. The two forms of the ranch value model have both

similarities and dissimilarities. Both use the same ranch

characteristics as the logical basis for the explanatory

variables, but the specific variable computation in the

two forms of the model differ. In this dissertation, the

first foijit of the valuation model is called Ranch Value

Model I, and second is called Ranch Value Model II.

The rationale for developing two forms of the

valuation model has been discussed in Chapter IV. Ranch

Value Model I is an absolute ranch price model which

addresses the practical needs of ranch buyers, sellers,

and appraisers. Ranch Value Model II is more commonly

used by range economists and policy analysts. Both of the

models provided best estimates of theoretically consistent

determinants of ranch values in eastern Oregon and Nevada.

Ranch Value Model I

Using ordinary least squares regression analysis, the

first ranch value model was estimated with the following
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simple linear functional form:

RANCHVAL (3 + (3 1IMPROV+ (3 2DEEDAUM

+(33FEDAUM+ f34SIZE+ f35SIZE2

+(36CROPAC+ I37HAYAC+ (38COSTADV1 (15)
+ (3 TIME TIME2
+ f312D1

The variable definitions were given in Table 2. The

dependent variable was the total value of the ranch in

dollars. All explanatory variables except SIZE and TIME

were linearly related to the dependent variable. However,

the SIZE and TIME variables were of quadratic and cubic

forms respectively.16 Therefore, the functional form of

the model may be more accurately described as linear in

parameters and polynomial in variables.

Themodel provided direct estimates of the marginal

contributions of each explanatory variable to total ranch

value. The estimated coefficients of the explanatory

variables are their respective marginal value estimates.

This can be seen by simply differentiating Equation 15

with respect to each variable:
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16 It was noted in Chapter IV that ranch prices vary as
a function of ranch size. The SIZE variable assumed a
quadratic form when plotted against the dependent variable.
Similarly, the TIME variable assumed a cubic form.
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3IMPROV 1

aRANcHVAL
3DEEDAUM 2

aRAWCHvAL - ft
aFEDAUM

J3

3RANCHVAL -
aSIZE

aRAWcHvAL - ft
F'12

The null hypothesis tested was that none of the above

estimates were significantly different from zero, while

the alternative hypothesis was that this is not true i.e.,

H0: 0

H1: 13 0

where is the ith coefficient estimate of the ith

explanatory variable. A five percent (5%) probability

level was used for all statistical tests, except where

otherwise indicated.

Magnitudes and signs of the estimates were not

surprising. The SHAZAM package of principal component

analysis showed that multicollinearity was not a

significant problem in any of the modelling efforts in

this study, including Ranch Value Model I.

The results from Ranch Value Model I are shown below:
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RANCHVAL=1849300* 3.23* IMPRQV 42.06* DEEDAUM
(265460) (0.44) (9.47)

+ 36 .65* FEDAUM+ 16.18* SIZE- 0.00160* SIZE2
(9.50) (5.76) (0.0006)

+ 170.80* CRQPAC+ 221.61* HAYAC
(79.02) (55.34)

-105310 COSTADV1- 412130* TIME+ 28776 TIME2
(72714) (151150) (20406)

-556.98 TIME3 141390* Dl
(797.48) (62682)

R2 = 0.811

AdjustedR2 0.796

(18)

where the asterisk denotes significance at a = 0.0517

Numbers in the parentheses are the standard errors of the

coefficients.

A dummy variable (Dl)8 was introduced in the model

to see if ranch values in eastern Oregon were

significantly different from ranch values in Nevada. The

coefficient of Dl shows that, on average, the ranches in

eastern Oregon are of higher value as than Nevada ranches.

The same model was estimated separately for eastern

Oregon and Nevada ranch sales. It was found that the

explanatory power of the model for eastern Oregon was

better (adjusted R2= .905) as compared to the model for

75

17 The COSTADV1 and TIME2 variables were significant at
a = 0.10.

18 Dl is a binary variable that takes the value of one
if a ranch is located in eastern Oregon and takes a value of
zero if the ranch is in the state of Nevada.
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Nevada data (adjusted R2= .726). The adjusted R2 of the

model with pooled data set from Eastern Oregon and Nevada

was .796 as noted in Equation 18 above.

The results of this model applied separately to the

individual states are reported in Table 5. However, in

the following section results from the model using the

pooled data set for both states are discussed in detail.

The discussion of the results with respect to the federal

grazing permit variable is deferred, and appears in the

last major section in this chapter.

The estimated coefficient for the value of

improvements variable (IMPROV) was $3.23 indicating that a

dollar invested in improvements on a ranch adds $3.23 to

the value of the ranch when it is sold.'9 This implies

that appraisers who assess the market value of houses,

buildings, and other improvements on average undervalue

this variable. One reason could be that appraisers do not

give equal importance to all types of ranch improvements.

Some components may have been totally ignored in the

assessment. Potential omissions are the value of fences,

older buildings, and water distribution systems.

Step-wise regression runs indicated that IMPROV

explained the largest percentage of observed variability

in total ranch values. A possible explanation is that

19 Houses refer to farm dwellings; buildings include
corrals, barns, sheds and stores etc.; and other improvements
include fences, tools, light equipment, etc.



Table 5. Regression Results from Ranch Value Model I for Eastern Oregon and Nevada,
1978-1993.

NOTE: The asterisk indicates significance at a = .05.
1. These coefficients were significantly different from zero at a = .10.

Variable
Model

Parameter

OREGON NEVADA POOLED (Oreqon & Nevada)

Estimated
Coefficient

Standard
Error

Estimated
Coefficient

Standard
Error

Estimated
Coefficient

Standard
Error

Intercept f3 763740.00 4763100.00 2024700.00* 494550.00 1849300.00 265460.00

IMPROV 2.45* 0.34 3.27* 0.95 3.23* 0.44
DEEDAUN 12 39.50* 12.49 46.70* 19.62 42.06* 947
FEDAUN i3

23.75* 8.68 37.36* 18.22 36.65* 9.50
SIZE 14 22.52* 5.58 6.25 14.17 16.18* 5.76

SIZE2 15 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0009 -0.0013 _0.00l6* 0.0006

CR0 PAC 131.48' 91.30 213.79' 154.56 170.80* 79.02

HAYAC 112.00* 58.57 270.91* 102.01 221.61* 55.34

COSTADV PS -81590.00 75608.00 -168500.00 183520.00 _105310.001 72714.00

TIME P9 60535.00 1182900.00 4240.00* 283350.00 _412130.00* 151150.00

TIME2 P10 -24193.00 98950.00 43378.00 40156.00 28776.00' 20406.00

TIME3 1277.00 2735.00 -1150.00 1634.00 -556.98 797.48

Dl P12
141390.00* 62682.00

Adjusted P.2 .905 .726 .796

Number of 104 60 164
Sales
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better maintained ranches may have higher investments in

all types of ranch improvements and thus the value of

improvements may serve as a proxy for ranch productivity

and/or for average total costs per unit of output.

The estimated coefficient of total carrying capacity

from deeded rangelands (DEEDAUM) in Oregon and Nevada was

42.056. This parameter was used to estimate the deeded

land portion of total ranch value in dollars per animal

unit yearlong (AUY). Multiplying the 42.056 parameter for

deeded carrying capacity per AUM by 12 results in

estimated marginal deeded land value of $505 per AUY.

This result requires careful interpretation. The first

caution is that $505 per AUY represents only the deeded

portion of carrying capacity. The second important thing

to be considered is that each coefficient's value cannot

be extracted from the model and used independently. This

estimated value of the deeded portion of the Oregon and

Nevada ranches applies only when all other variables

included in the model are held constant.

Regression coefficients for cropland (CROPAC) and

improved hay land (HAYAC) were 170.80 and 221.61

respectively. This implied that holding all other

variables constant, an additional acre of cropland adds

$170.80 to ranch value, Similarly, an additional acre of

hay land adds $221.61. It is interesting to note that

improved hay land adds more value per acre than cropland.
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This may be because the primary emphasis on a ranch is to

secure ample winter feed (hay) when the animals are off

the grazing lands and are fed hay. Therefore, from the

ranch valuation point of view, hay/pasture land is

expected to be more valuable than small parcels of

cropland that are cultivated for enterprises other than

beef production.

The size variable (SIZE), entered in the model as a

quadratic variable, tested the hypothesis that the

relationship between ranch price and size of the ranch (in

deeded acres) was a quadratic function. That is, the

marginal ranch price increases in a linear fashion with

the increase in ranch size only up to a point, and then

the rate of increase in ranch value begins to decline.

The 16.18 parameter on the SIZE variable indicates

that when all other variables are held constant, adding

one more acre to the ranch will add $16.18 to the ranch

value. The estimated coefficient of SIZE2 was -0.0016

suggesting that marginal value of deeded rangeland, after

reaching a threshold size, will start declining but at a

very slow rate of 0.0016 per acre.

The time trend variable entered the model in cubic

form. This functional specification closely followed the

observed time trend in eastern Oregon and Nevada ranch

values. The signs of TIME, TIME2, and TIME3 suggest that



ranch values since January 1978 have significantly

declined.

Ranch Value blodel II

The relationship between per acre ranch value and

hedonically specified ranch characteristics was evaluated

by using a model of the following functional form:

PRICEAC = + f1TOTAVM+ 13 2PER FED

+I33DAUMAC+ f34CROPAC I35HAYAC

136IMPROVAC +
13
COSTADV1 (19)

+ 138k 13 TIME2 + 13 TIME3

+ 1311D1

The variable definitions are given in Table 2. The

dependent variable was total value of the ranch in dollars

per deeded acre.2° Step-wise regression runs indicated

that all explanatory variables when included in the model

linearly explained 95 percent of the variation in the

dependent variable. The partial regression coefficients

indicate the marginal impact on per acre ranch sale price

of a marginal change in a ranch characteristic, holding

80

20 Following Torell and Doll (1990 and 1991) another
model with the dependent variable quantified as ranch value
per AUY also was estimated. However, that formulation of the
ranch value model resulted in poor explanatory and predictive
power. Consequently, total ranch price per acre was used as
the dependent variable following the approach of Torell and
Fowler (1986), Rowan and Workman (1992), and Sunderman and
Spahr (1992)



the value of other ranch characteristics constant. The

results from Ranch Value Model II are shown below:

PRICEAC=297.44- 0.058 TOTAUM 1.12 PERFED
(137.98) (-0.004) (0.682)

+ 84.39* DAUMAC+ 0.063 CROPAC+ 0.065* HAYAC
(18.95) (0.034) (0.0287)

+4.07* IMPROVAC- 62.82 COSTADV1
(1.08) (40.96)

+59.27 TIME- 15.36 TIME2+ 0.692 TIME3 (20)
(100.95) (14.18) (0.545)

+72.21* Dl
(33 .87)

R2 - 0.957

AdjustedR2 = 0.954

where the asterisk denotes significance at a = 0.05.21

Numbers in the parentheses are the standard errors of the

coefficients.

As in Model I, a dummy variable (Dl)22 was introduced

in the model to see if ranch values on a per acre basis in

eastern Oregon were significantly different from per acre

ranch values in Nevada. The coefficient for Dl shows that

on an average the ranches in eastern Oregon have a higher

value per acre as compared with the Nevada ranches. The
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21 The TOTAUM, PERFED, and COSTADVI variables were
significantly different from zero at a = 0.10.

22 Dl is a binary variable that takes the value of one
if a ranch is located in eastern Oregon and takes a value of
zero if the ranch is in the State of Nevada.
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adjusted R2 of the model with a pooled data set from

eastern Oregon and Nevada was very high at .954.

Throughout this study, it was observed that the value

of houses, buildings, and other ranch improvements

significantly affected ranch values. This variable may

serve, as previously noted, as a proxy for ranch quality.

The statistically significant coefficient suggests that

buyers of the ranches in eastern Oregon and Nevada

recognize ranch improvements as an important determinant

of ranch value at the time of purchase and are willing to

pay higher premiums for quality ranches.

The total beef production capability of a ranch was

thought to be an important determinant of per acre ranch

prices. The general observation has been that ranches

with larger capacities are sold for less per acre relative

to smaller sized ranches (Torell and Doll 1991 and

Sunderman and Spahr 1992).

This observation was modelled in Equation 20 through

a capacity variable; TOTAUM. The - 0.0058 parameter

estimated for this variable was negative in sign. This

implies that the ranch sale price per acre decreases as

the capacity of a ranch increases. It is important to

note that total ranch value does increase when more AUMs

are added: the -0.0058 parameter simply indicates that

more AUM5 on the ranch add slightly less, at the margin,
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to ranch value per acre. This finding is consistent with

Torell and Doll (1990) and Torell and Doll (1991).

The carrying capacity of a ranch increases through

either improved deeded rangeland productivity or through

the addition of AtiMs from federal grazing sources.

However, Torell and Fowler (1986) and Torell and Doll

(1990 and 1991) reported that New Mexico ranch values per

AUY decreased as rangeland productivities improved. This

observation was tested in Equation 19 through a

productivity variable (DAUNAC). Contrary to Torell and

Doll's findings, the estimated coefficient (84.39) of

DAUNAC was positive in sign and statistically

significant.23 This indicates that a marginal increase in

deeded rangeland productivity (an increase of one AUN per

acre of deeded rangeland) will increase the ranch value

per acre by $84.39 in eastern Oregon and Nevada. In other

words, ranch buyers are willing to pay higher prices for

more productive rangelands.

Cultivable land may be used for enterprises other

than beef production. The availability of alternative

ranch unit enterprises such as row cropping or growing hay

was thought to increase per acre ranch sale price.

Therefore, two variablesCROPAC and HAYACwere entered in

Ranch Value Model II. As found in the Ranch Value Model I

23 The coefficient was significant at the 99 percent
confidence level.
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results, the 0.064 coefficient for HAYAC estimated in

Equation 20 was more important than the CROPAC variable in

influencing the per acre sale price of a ranch.24

The coefficient for CROPAC in Ranch Value Model II

was positive but nonsignificant. This implies that land

suitable for hay production is more valuable for the

ranching business than are alternative cropping

enterprises, and hay production capabilities significantly

increase ranch values.

The time trend variable entered in Ranch Value Model

II was also of cubic form and best captured the ranch sale

price per acre across the time span of this study. This

variable was supposed to model the effect of capital gains

and land inflation, if any, on ranch values. The

coefficients of T, T2, and T3 were not statistically

significantly different from zero. While not significant,

the coefficients suggested that ranch prices on a per acre

basis in the beginning years of the study (early 1980s)

were higher, and they then declined for some time before

starting to increase again. Perhaps more data or a better

functional form can validate this result in future

research.

24 The coefficient was statistically significant at the
99 percent confidence level.



A Test of the Traditional Theory of Permit Value

Almost all previous studies conducted in the area of

federal land permit values or whole ranch valuation have

assumed that the capitalized differential between the

"market values" of federal land forage and federal grazing

fee levels is the source of permit value. Several

arguments have been extended in support of this

traditional theory of permit value. The most discussed is

that the federal land management agencies and/or the

United States through public laws have set federal grazing

fees at very low levels giving ranchers a cost advantage

relative to private land ranchers in their grazing use of

federal lands, and that cost advantage has been

capitalized into permit values. By logical extension, if

federal grazing fees were to be raised to their "fair

market value", cost advantage and thereby permit values

would disappear.

The traditional fee cost advantage theory of permit

value was tested in both of the ranch value models

developed in this dissertation. Ranch Value Model I used

in determining absolute ranch values in eastern Oregon and

Nevada (Equation 18) tested the traditional theory of

permit value through the COSTADV1 variable.

85
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Against expectations, the coefficient of this

variable was negative in sign.25 This implies that the

cost advantage of using a public land grazing permit one

year prior to the year of sale of the ranch negatively

affected ranch value. In other words, the costs of

ranching operations using the federal grazing land permits

are higher on a per AUN basis than the relative forage

values obtained. These findings are consistent with

Obermiller (1991 and 1992b), Obermiller and Lambert (1984)

and more recently the federal Grazing Fee Task Group

(Bartlett et al. 1993) . Therefore, the findings from

Ranch Value Model I do not validate the traditional fee

cost advantage theory of permit value.

Another test of the traditional explanation of permit

value was conducted in Ranch Value Model II (Equation 20).

The COSTADV51 variable computed as the differential between

public land forage values and federal grazing fee levels

with a one year lag was supposed to positively influence

per acre ranch price. Contrary to Torell and Doll (1990

and 1991) the estimated parameter26 was not statistically

significant indicating that net benefits, if any,

resulting from federal forage values net of the grazing

fee have no significant influence on per acre ranch value.

25 The -105310 parameter estimated for COSTADV1 was
significant at the 90 percent level of confidence.

26 The COSTADVI parameter estimated in Equation 20 was
statistically significant at a = 0.10.
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A probable explanation is that the marginal costs of doing

business on federal grazing lands are higher than the

marginal benefits.

A Test of the Alternative Thesis of Permit Value

The ranching industry in much of the western United

States is not economically viable without access to

federal grazing lands. The number of one hundred percent

deeded land commercial ranches in the industry is very

small. The majority of the commercial western livestock

ranches are dependent upon federal land grazing permits as

a complementary source of seasonal forage to the

commensurate private deeded land resources (sometimes

water rights).

The permits provide forage during the grazing season

which may last from four to seven months in eastern Oregon

and for as long as 12 months in Nevada on commensurate

water base ranching operations. The private commensurate

land resources support the livestock during the time they

are off federal lands, and some of them are used to

produce hay while the livestock are grazing on federal

allotments. In the instance of water base permits the

privately held water rights often are the only dependable

source of water for domestic livestock, wild horses, and

wildlife utilizing the federal rangelands.
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Therefore, both private and federal sources of forage

and/or water, when put together, make the whole ranch unit

economically viable. Specifically, the fixed costs of the

ranching operation incurred when only private property is

available are now divided over a larger ranch unit that

includes both private and federal grazing lands as part of

its asset base. This implies that federal grazing permits

provide a rancher with economies of size by reducing the

long run average costs of ranching as shown in Figure 2.27

This alternative thesis of permit value developed in

this study was tested in both of the ranch value models.

It was hypothesized that the federal grazing permit has a

value equal to the difference between average total costs

with and without the federal grazing permit attached to

the ranchgiven that all rangeland ranching operations are

price takers in a common product market.

Ranch Value Model I (Equation 18) tested this

hypothesis through FEDAUN which was the total carrying

capacity available to a ranch from federal grazing sources

including allotments administered by both the Bureau of

Land Management and the United States Forest Service.28

27 Economies of size could be achieved through the use
of additional units of private land. As noted elsewhere,
however, in much of eastern Oregon and all of Nevada private
grazing lands are in very limited supply, and even where
available, generally are spatially isolated.

28 In another model, total carrying capacity from each
of the BLM and FS sources (ELMAUM and FSAUM) were considered
as separate variables. Since there were only few
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The 36.65 parameter estimated for this variable indicates

that an AtJN of additional carrying capacity either from

BLM or from FS adds $36.65 to the ranch value at the

margin.29 The estimate of "permit value"30 given in

Equation 18 is very close to the permit value estimates

estimated for eastern Oregon ranches by Collins and

Obermiller in 1986 ($46 per AUM for FS and $32 per AIiM for

BLN); the recent estimates for Mew Mexico ranches reported

by Torell and Doll in 1991 ($27.83 per AIiM); estimates for

Utah ranches provided by Rowan and Workman in 1992 ($42.47

per AUM); and estimates for Wyoming ranches provided by

Sunderman and Spahr in 1992 ($41 per AUM).

Collins and Oberrniller (1986), Torell and Fowler

(1986), and Torell and Doll (1991) reported that the

marginal values of ranches are negatively affected as the

dependency of a ranch on federal grazing sources

increases. Similarly, Winter and Whittaker (1981) found

in their study in eastern Oregon that federal grazing

permits did not significantly affect the ranch sale price

per acre. In order to evaluate the extent to which

observations in the data set which had Forest Service grazing
permits, the model did not provide a good fit.

29 This coefficient was statistically significant at the
99 percent level of confidence.

° It is important to again emphasize that the results
reported here imply that the source of permit value,
estimated through FEDAUN, is the capitalized value of
economies of size rather than the differential between public
land forage values and federal grazing fee.
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federal grazing land influences per acre ranch values, in

this study a federal forage dependency variable (PERFED)

was introduced in Ranch Value Model II.

Contrary to previously reported results, the 1.119

parameter of PERFED estimated in Equation 20 was positive

in sign.31 This indicates that a one percent increase in

the dependency of a ranch on federal land grazing sources

adds $l.119 to the ranch value per acre in eastern Oregon

and Nevada. This finding is consistent with earlier

results from Ranch Value Model I reported above.

This result indicates that federal grazing permits in

eastern Oregon and Nevada have a capitalized value which

is realized at the time of sale of a ranch. It is very

important to note that the source of this permit value is

not based on the traditional explanation of permit value.

Rather, there are economies of size which yield positive

permit values as shown in Figure 2. Hence, the federal

land ranchers' contention that the value of federal

grazing permits is the legitimate cost of access to the

public lands for achieving economies of size appears to be

accurate, and has rather significant policy implications.

These findings from both forms of the ranch valuation

model have important implications for federal land

management agencies and other "interest groups" who

0.10.

31 The coefficient was statistically significant at x =
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maintain that federal grazing fees are lower than the

marginal value product of the public forage. The results

reported here do not support that contention. However,

since fees are a component of total grazing costs, any

increase in the federal grazing fees will further

deteriorate the value of western federal land ranch

assets, and are equivalent to transferring federal land

ranchers' wealth from themselves to the public. Asset

values would be transferred from the private to the public

sectors.



CHAPTER VI

SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The source and nature of permit value and the federal

grazing fee debate motivated this dissertation research.

In the 1960s and l970s it was generally accepted that the

reason why federal grazing permits had been granted to the

original ranchers, and why federal grazing fees had been

kept low, was to help stabilize the emerging livestock

economies throughout the western United States.

Relatively low grazing fees were thought to have resulted

in higher net benefits from the grazing use of federal

land permits.

Attaching federal grazing permits to privately owned

commensurate property reflected a capital gift accruing to

the original perrnittees, and by this means the permits

acquired a market value. It also has been recognized that

most western ranches have been bought and sold many times

since the original ranchers received their "windfall

capital gain, and thus today the permit's value represents

a permit cost borne by the present generation of ranchers

(Tore?]. et al. 1988, Bartlett et al. 1993, Obermiller

1992a)

The questions raised in this dissertation research

included, among others, whether permit value still exits,

if it exists what are its determinants, and whether permit

92
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value affects the ranch's private property value. A

conceptual framework consistent with these questions was

developed using the theoretical constructs of economic

theory, tools of capital asset pricing theory, and ranch

appraisal theory.

Farm Credit Services (FCS) was identif led as a

potential data source. That organization keeps records of

all those agricultural and ranch transactions that are

financed through it. Regional offices in Spokane,

Washington and Reno, Nevada were contacted for the

required information pertaining to ranch sales and ranch

characteristics. After the confidentiality of the

information was guaranteed, those FCS offices released the

data for this study. Two forms of a hedonic price model

(Ranch Value Model I and Ranch Value Model II) with

similar variables measured on an absolute vis-a-vis a per

acre basis were estimated using ordinary least square

regression analysis.

The results from both of the models confirmed the

assertion that federal grazing permits possess a market

value. It was estimated in Ranch Value Model I that, on

average, federal grazing land permit value in eastern

Oregon and Nevada Is $36.65 per AUM. This finding is

consistent with Torell and Fowler (1986), Collins and

Obermiller (1986), Torell and Doll (1990 and 1991),
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Torell, et al.(l992), Rowan and Workman (1992), and

Sunderman and Spahr (1992).

Most ranch and permit value studies assume that lower

federal grazing fees relative to the private grazing lease

rates result in a cost advantage accruing to the federal

grazing permit holders, which has been capitalized as

permit value. On the other hand, federal land permittees

contend that it is not a cost advantage that gives grazing

permits their value, but rather that the productive

capacity of the whole ranch is enhanced through federal

grazing lands permits. Federal grazing lands increase the

resource base of these western ranches, meet the seasonal

forage requirements while freeing more productive deeded

land for hay production, and make the whole ranch a viable

economic unit.

Modelling the determinants of both whole ranch and

federal permit value was another prime concern in this

dissertation research. In both forms of the ranch value

model developed in this study, it was found that the

traditional explanation of permit value does not hold. It

is not the relative cost advantage of the grazing fee

alone that gave federal grazing permits a value, but it is

rather the economies of size made possible through access

to federal grazing allotments that determine the value of

federal grazing land permits.
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It was observed in both the model estimations that,

among others, permit values significantly affect the value

of privately owned ranch property. The cost advantage

variable negatively affected ranch values, although its

estimated coefficient was not significantly different from

zero. Other significant determinants of whole ranch

values were rangeland quality,32 productivity, total size

of the ranch, cultivable land, the time trend variable,

and the dummy variable separating eastern Oregon ranches

from Nevada ranches.

Policy Implications

Interest groups critical of federal Land grazing

often claim that federal land ranchers are subsidized

because the federal land management agencies do not charge

a grazing fee equal to private grazing rental rates, thus

creating private sector wealth in the form of permit

value. No support has been found for that claim in this

dissertation research.

It has been demonstrated that the differential

between federal land forage values and grazing fees, if

they exist, are not the reason for the permit's value.

Other studies have reported that the total average costs

of ranch operations using federal lands are equal to or

32 Quality was captured through investments in ranch
improvements.
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greater than the total average costs incurred at private

rangelands, e.g., Obermiller (1991 and 1992), Obermiller

and Lambert (1984) and Bartlett et al. (1993) . Therefore,

further increases in the federal grazing fee, as the

current Administration is contemplating, may lead to

deterioration in the asset holdings of the western federal

land dependent ranching industry.

Federal grazing privileges have been increasingly

curtailed under the influence of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act of 1976 that emphasizes the multiple

use of the federal lands, other environmental legislation,

and because of pressure from interest groups who often

argue that the western ranching industry is misusing the

federal rangeland forage resource. The documented

declines in the authorized use of federal grazing lands

(Secretary of Agriculture and Secretary of the Interior

1986 and 1992) coupled with uncertainty about the

continuation of grazing privileges (Torell and Doll 1991)

are adversely affecting the western ranch economy. This

study has suggested that since enhanced carrying capacity

of a ranch as a result of access to the federal grazing

lands determines, in part, the value of the ranch, any

decreases in federal grazing use authorizations will

negatively affect federal land ranchers' wealth.33

n It can be argued that changing social conditions
suggest that social time preferences for conservation of the
federal rangeland resource are increasing. This would imply
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A number of studies have reported that 85 to 90

percent of today's federal land permittees have had to buy

the permits they now hold (Torell et al. 1988 and Torell

et al. 1992). The data set used in this research

supports that observation. Therefore, permit cost is a

significant and real cost for the present generation of

permittees. Federal land management agencies should

recognize permit cost as a legitimate ranching business

cost and consider it in any future revisions of the

federal grazing fee formula (popularly known as the PRIA

formula).

Future Research Implications

The data used in this research were compiled by Farm

Credit Services (FCS). Of course, that organization

records information according to its needs. The ranch

value model developed in this research used only those

ranch characteristics as the explanatory variables the

information on which was available in FCS transaction

sheets. The overall explanatory power of the models

ranged from 80 to 95 percent. This suggests that there

could be other important ranch characteristics that

explain the remaining variation in the ranch values.

These could include recreational and scenic

further reductions in allowable limits (levels of AUM
authorization). The tradeoff visavis the asset holdings
of the permittees would remain as stated here however.
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characteristics, seasonal productivity considerations,

environmental influences, and ranch sales among family

members that are specific to individual ranches and may

not be considered by FCS. More geographic information

related to individual ranches may improve the predictive

power of the model.

Infotination on the carrying capacity of a ranch is

very important for predicting ranch and federal grazing

permit values. The present research used potential rather

than actual carrying capacities from deeded as well as

federal rangeland resources. Additional information on

actual carrying capacity specific to individual ranches

could influence the results.

For testing the traditional theory of permit value in

this study, the cost advantage variable was approximated

by using annual estimates of forage value from federal

grazing permit lands extrapolated from private grazing

rental transactions and annual federal grazing fee data.

Site specific forage values may in fact, be different from

ranch to ranch. Therefore, for more reliable results,

federal land forage value estimates specific to each ranch

should be obtained.

It has been found in this study that federal grazing

permits have a value that can be attributed to economies

of size. From this perspective, permit values are

composite values accumulated from several sources,
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especially (1) enhanced carrying capacity, and (2)

improvements on both deeded and federal portions of the

ranch property. These results may be validated by

expanding the data set and estimating the short- and

longrun cost curves of a representative set of western

federal land dependent ranches.

A comparative study of ranch values using the

approaches of rent capitalization and appraisal methods

may help promote general understanding of ranch values. A

simulation model could be developed based on these rent

capitalization and appraisal values, serving as the data

base for this type of comparative study.

Such a simulation model could allow different

scenarios for estimating shortrun and longrun cost

relationships at the individual ranch level, using

different levels and mixes of resources and compositions

and values of output. The prospective rent thereby

estimated could be capitalized using different discount

rates and compared to the results found in this study.

This dissertation research is an initial step toward

a more comprehensive understanding of the sources of

federal grazing permit and whole ranch values. The

results are encouraging and set the stage for future work

in this important public policy arena.
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Appendix A

INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE GRAZING PERMIT SYSTEM AND

DEVELOPMENT OF FEDERAL GRAZING FEES

Current Federal Land Ownership and Use

Today, the federal government owns 662.2 million

acres of land which is 29 percent of the total U.S. land

area of 2,271.3 million acres. Out of the 662.2 million

acres of federal lands, 598 million acres (90.3 percent of

federal holdings) are reserved public domain. The

remaining federal land (64.3 million acres or 9.7 percent)

are lands acquired from private and other public owners

through purchase, condemnation, or donation (Obermiller

1992a)

The government lands are managed by two main

agencies: (1) the Bureau of Land Management (ELM) in the

Department of the Interior and (2) the Forest Service in

the Department of Agriculture. The ELM manages 272.0

million acres, or 41.1 percent and the Forest Service

manages 192.1 million acres, 29.0 percent of the Nation's

federal lands. All other agencies combined, including

State governments, manage 198.1 million acres.

Excluding Alaska, the land area of the 48 contiguous

United States is 1,901.8 million acres. This includes

413.7 million acres (21 percent) of federal land. In the

48 contiguous states the ELM manages 179.5 million acres
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(43.4 percent) while the Forest Service manages 169

million acres (40.9 percent) of the federal lands.

The federal land is not uniformly distributed among

the 48 contiguous states. Only 50 million acres of

federal land are found in the 37 eastern states, while

363.7 million acres of the federal land are concentrated

in the 11 western states.' Nearly all federal land (84

percent of the 50 million acres) in the 37 Eastern states

is managed by the Forest Service, whereas in the 11

western states the BLM is the primary land management

agency regulating 48.9 percent (177.9 out of 363.7 million

acres) . The Forest Service in these states manages 34.9

percent or 127 million acres (ibid)

Both agencies have a multiple use mandate. However,

in the 11 western states livestock grazing is the most

extensive surface use of the federal lands. Both agencies

(Forest Service and BLM) charge the same grazing fee

established by a formula developed under the Public

Rangelands Improvement Act (PRIA) of 1978.

History of Land Management Agencies and Regulations

Over a century ago, federal grazing lands were being

grazed by private ranchers without knowing clearly who

owned them. No man's property was considered to be free
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for every one. In 1877 President Hayes suggested to

Congress that since under the existing laws these lands in

the western states could not be sold, a system of

leasehold tenure would make them a source of profit to the

United States, while at the same time legalizing the

business of cattle raising.

President Hayes' suggestion was not acted upon at

that time (Foss 1959) . To the contrary, prior to 1930,

the United States Congress passed several laws to

distribute government lands in the western states among

Americans. The aim was to stimulate migration from the

eastern to the western states after World Wars I and II,

and to help stabilize the western settlements by

encouraging private enterprises like the ranching business

(Hage 1989). The major envisioned use of the land was

livestock grazing.

After a while, bitter competition over the use of

public range resources began. Ranchers started fighting

over the grazing use right, and overgrazing of the western

range ensued. After over a half a century of misuse of

the range, and in recognition of the need to quell

quarrels and battles among livestock ranchers, it was

realized that some kind of regulation of public lands

would be necessary to address these problems and resolve

the instability in the western livestock industry.



Grazinq Requlations on Forest Lands

Domestic livestock grazing was first regulated on

public domain lands in the west that were reserved for

federal forests.2 Regulation of domestic livestock

grazing was due largely to concerns about water supply and

water quality in the headwaters of streams used by

downstream communities.

The General Land Office in the Department of the

Interior was the first land management agency which

regulated domestic livestock grazing on forest lands. In

1896, the General Land Office extended a permitting system

to established operators who grazed sheep and cattle on

spatially identifiable parcels of land (grazing

allotments) located in the Forest Reserves in the western

United States. The goals of the permitting system were to

(1) assure sustainable stocking rates, (2) use carrying

capacity with respect to grazing as the determinant of

allotment size, (3) be equitable in the granting of

permits, and (4) maintain flexibility in the regulation of

grazing under the terms and conditions of the permit

(Obermiller 1992a).
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either never left federal ownership (during the era of land
disposition) or land acquired by the United States through
purchase of exchange of original public domain lands or
timber for other lands.
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In 1905, through the Transfer Act, 85.6 million acres

in the Forest Reserves administered by the Department of

the Interior were transferred to the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA), and the Forest Service was established

within the USDA as administering authority for the forests

and rangelands. By 1907, when the Forest Reserves were

renamed the National Forests, the system had expanded to

168 million acres.

The Forest Service refined the old permitting system.

The term of the permit was extended to ten years from the

previous three year term, and also was made subject to

renewal. It was required that the permittee own

sufficient nearby private property (commensurate base

property) to be able to support the permitted number of

livestock during that portion of the year when the

livestock were not grazing on the National Forests.

Rules Requlatinq Forest Service Grazinq Permits

Gardner (1963) reported the rules which the Forest

Service followed in issuing its original grazing permits.

The National Forest is divided into ranger districts, and

within each ranger district the ranges prescribed for

livestock grazing are separated into range allotments in

order to facilitate grazing administration. In most cases

the rancher must qualify for "preference", after which

he/she might obtain a permit to graze an allotment. The
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permit would authorize the grazing of livestock under

specific conditions and would expire on a certain date.

The preference could be acquired in whole or in

part by:

Prior use of certain lands before inclusion of such

lands in a National Forest. After creation of the

forest, only those who could prove that they had been

using the forest land for two consecutive years

before the new forest was established could be

assigned a preference.

Renewal of a permit formerly held by a co-partnership

or corporation to each individual member for a number

of livestock equal to this share in the original

permit, or by pooling of preferences.

Purchase of a permittee's livestock or ranch, or both

under circumstances justifying a renewal of

preference.

Inheritance of a perrnittee's livestock or ranch, or

other under circumstances justifying a renewal of

preference.

Regular use of forest range under temporary permit

for five consecutive years, or ownership of

commensurate ranch property.



Restoration of preferences reduced for range

protection.

Increase in existing preference on account of

increased grazing capacity resulting from development

work by the permittee.

It was not guaranteed that any rancher meeting any

one of these criteria would get a grazing permit. In

order to obtain a grazing permit, a rancher must also have

met the ownership, dependency and commensurability

prerequisites listed below:

Ownership. Both the livestock that graze forest

range and the commensurate ranch property must have

been owned by the permit applicant.

Dependency. Property was recognized as dependent

when there was need for the forest range to round out

a year-round operation and to obtain proper and

practicable use of commensurate property. If a ranch

contained all the range and hay land that was

required to support the livestock, then no need for

forest range would exist and the land could not have

been said to be dependent.

Commensurability. Property would qualify as

commensurate only when it was a recognized livestock

operation base and was complementary to national
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forest range in rounding out a properly balanced

year-long livestock operation. Generally, this

requirement meant that the base ranch must have

sufficient land, water, housing, etc., to support the

livestock through the period of time when they were

off the forest. Any rancher meeting these criteria

was eligible for Forest Service grazing permits.

Grazing Regulation on the Public Domain Lands

On public domain lands not transferred to the Forest

Service, livestock grazing remained temporarily

unregulated on 200 million acres of vacant,

unappropriated, and unreserved rangelands (Muhn and Stuart

1988) . Soil erosion, range condition, and livestock

industry stability concerns brought these remaining public

domain rangelands under regulation several decades later.

In 1934, Congress passed the Taylor Grazing Act with three

objectives: (1) to stop injury to public lands by

preventing overgrazing, (2) to regulate orderly use of

rangelands, and (3) to stabilize the livestock industry

dependent upon public lands.

To accomplish these objectives, in 1946 the Bureau of

Land Management (BLM) was established in the Department of

the Interior. The Secretary of the Interior was

authorized to establish grazing districts and to issue
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grazing permits not to exceed the carrying capacity of the

allotted federal rangelands.

Rules Requlatinq BLM Grazinq Permits

The prerequisites for obtaining a BLM permit

resembled those of the Forest Service (Gardner 1963)

Applicants must have owned or controlled land in Class i,

or water in Class i. Next in order of preference were

applicants who owned or controlled land or water in Class

2.

Class 1 land is land dependent by use. Land dependent
by use means forage land and water other than federal range
of such character that the conduct of an economic livestock
operation requires the use of the federal range in connection
with it and which, in the priority period (five years before
the range was included in a grazing district) was used as a
part of an established, permanent, and continuing livestock
operation for any two consecutive years.

Class 1 water is full-time prior water. 'Full-time
water' is defined as the water which is suitable for
consumption by livestock and available, accessible, and
adequate for a certain number of livestock during those
months in the year for which the federal range is classified
as suitable for use. 'Prior water' is water which during all
or not less than two years of the priority period was used
to service certain public domain rangelands now part of the
federal range for a livestock operation that was established
permanent and continuing, and which normally involved the
grazing of livestock on the same areas of public land for a
certain portion or portions of the year of such use.

5Class 2 land is land dependent by location. Land
dependent by location means forage land other than federal
range, which is so situated and of such character that it can
properly be used as base for an economic livestock operation
utilizing the forage resources of the federal range. Class
2 water is 'full-time' water.
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Although the Forest Service and BLM allocating

systems are similar, some differences are worth noting.

In the BLM system, leased private, state, or even other

federal lands (as long as they are not public domain

lands) may be used as part of the dependent base property.

This policy greatly weakens "commensurability" as an

effective prerequisite. The BLM rules place greater

emphasis upon "priority" than do the Forest Service rules.

Forest permits may be transferred with the sale of

livestock. The BLM rules do not contain this provision

unless the whole ranch is sold. The BLM regulations

contain no upper limits on grazing numbers of livestock

whereas the Forest Service does have upper limits.

Despite these technical differences, the effects of

the rules of these two agencies have been the same.

Grazing permits in both instances are closely tied to

certain ranchers and/or ranches, and transfers are

sometimes difficult simply because other ranchers or base

properties may not meet the preference prerequisites.

Both agencies have been shifting their land use

priorities in accordance with congressional directives.

Following World War II, millions of Americans moved into

the western states. This created new pressures on the

public lands. Many sought recreation in remote areas and

began to demand that resources other than livestock be

considered in management. Some supported wilderness
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preservations, special care for endangered species, air

and water quality, and other concerns.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (1976)

addressed the concerns of a new generation of Americans.

The Taylor Grazing Act sought to stabilize the livestock

industry and improve the condition of federal rangelands

in an earlier generation. The Federal Land Policy and

Management Act broadened the mandate and was founded on

the philosophy that the public lands were to remain the

property of all Americans (USD1 1984).

Origin and Development of Federal Grazing Fee

For the first time in the history of the west, in

1906 Secretary of Agriculture directed that a "reasonable11

fee be charged for grazing all classes of livestock on

Forest Reserves. The Chief of the Forest Service was

given special powers under the "Organic Act of 1897 " to

charge grazing fees from 1906 through 1976 (Obermiller

1992a). The grazing fee was to be determined according to

the advantages and locality of the reserve.

Dutton (1953) reported that the first fees charged

for grazing livestock on government lands ranged from

twenty (20) to thirty-five (35) cents per head for cattle

and horses for the regular summer grazing season, and from

thirty-five (35) to fifty (50) cents per head for the

entire year; from five (5) to eight (8) cents per head for
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sheep for the regular summer grazing season; and from

eight (8) to ten (10) cents per head for goats for the

regular summer grazing season.

These prices were supposed to increase with changing

market conditions. There was very little change in the

fees charged from 1906 until 1910 other than to reflect

forage quality adjustments from forest to forest.

In 1910, the grazing fee for cattle was increased

from thirty-five (35) cents to 60 cents per annum, and for

sheep the fees increased from 10 cents to 18 cents

yearlong. In 1915, the fee was again increased ranging

from 40 cents to $1.50 per head per annum for cattle, and

the rates for sheep were set at 25 percent of the rates

for cattle.

"Reasonable" grazing fees and subsequent increases in

them were arbitrarily determined until 1916 when the

Forest Service made the first attempt to determine a fair

market value for grazing on National Forest ranges in

comparison with similar private-land ranges. Dutton

(1953) reported that the Forest Service considered the

rental value of 900 tracts of private land similar to the

National Forest ranges. It was decided that since the

existing grazing fees were lower than the comparable

private land grazing rental rates, the fees should be

increased every year from 12 to 20 cents per head between



1917 through 1919. Also, the flat rate fees for cattle

basis were implemented.

The First Appraisal Study

In 1920, the House Committee on Agriculture asserted

that grazing fees should be raised by as much as 300

percent. In opposing this, the Forest Service suggested

that in order to determine the fair market value of the

National Forest forage, a comprehensive study of forage

values in the western states be made.

The subsequent study considered several ways to

assess reasonable fees and obtain fair compensation to the

government for the use of National Forest range.

Alternative procedures included cost of production, open

competitive bid, study of a sample range in each locality,

value of range in relation to market value of livestock,

and the rental value of comparable privately owned grazing

lands. All methods were discarded with the exception of

establishing federal grazing fees based on rental values

of comparable private lands.

The Forest Service study covered a period of 10

years, and surveyed rental values on over 2,000 tracts

comprising over 20 million acres of privately owned land.

It was found that the average per head per month private

land rental rates were 24.6 cents for cattle and 7.5 cents

for sheep.
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For the purpose of comparison of federal land with

private lands, primary factors influencing grazing values

such as forage, water, topography, and accessibility were

graded or rated. The grades for all factors were then

averaged to obtain the final grade for the unit.

Recommended charges per head per month for National Forest

range resulting from the study averaged 18.1 cents for

cattle and 6.2 cents for sheep. Actual charges per head

per month in effect at that time averaged 10.4 cents for

cattle and 2.9 cents for sheep.

The proposed tees were presented to 9,000 National

Forest permittees, the majority of whom agreed with the

fairness of the method but unanimously opposed any

increase in the fees at that time (ibid) . The Forest

Service appointed an impartial livestock breeder from

Kansas, Mr. Dan D. Casement, to review the fees resulting

from the appraisal study. Based on his recommendations

the final grazing fees implemented in 1927 were only 60

percent of the appraisal fees. Mr. Casement also

recommended that computation of the fees should be related

to the prices of beef and lamb after 1930.

The First Market Price Formula Fee

In 1933 the Secretary of Agriculture approved a plan

relating grazing fees to market values. According to the

plan the average grazing fees of 14.5 cents per head per
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month for cattle and 4.5 cents per head per month for

sheep in effect during 1931 would be used as the basic

fees, subject to adjustment each year in accordance with

fluctuations in livestock prices.

Dutton (1953) explained how the market price formula

worked. For example, he used 1952 price data in computing

the 1953 grazing fee for a given range. The 1952 average

market price for beef cattle was $24.5 per cwt., the base

livestock price (averaged in 1931) was $6.62 per cwt. The

base fee applied in 1931 as a result of the appraisal

study varied by individual forests and ranges. Assuming it

was 12 cents per head per month for cattle in a specific

range, the formula grazing fee for cattle per head per

month could be determined by the following equation:

X = $0.12 ( 24.50 / 6.62 (21)

where X = 44 cents. Therefore, the 1953 fee for a range

with a base fee of 12 cents would be 44 cents per cattle

per month. The approval of this policy marked an

innovation in past federal grazing fee policy.

1969 and 1978 Federal Grazing Fee Formulas

Although the Forest Service had been charging

variable grazing fees since 1906, the statutory authority

for charging grazing fees is the Taylor Grazing Act of
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June 28, 1934.6 Under this Act the Secretary of the

Interior is authorized to charge "reasonable" federal

grazing fees for the grazing use of government lands. Even

after passage of the Taylor Grazing Act, the Forest

Service and BLM continued to charge different grazing fees

through the 1950s and 1960s.

In 1969, both agencies adopted a federal grazing fee

formula, establishing a uniform grazing fee using an

Ilanimal unit month" (AUN) as the unit of measure. The

1969 grazing fee formula consisted of a "base fee" of

$1.23 per AUN multiplied by an index of annually updated

estimates of average westwide private rangeland rental

rates.

FVI969 SYstGm\
(22)FEE9 System $ 1 . 23

( 100 )

where FVI is an index of private pasture rental rates in

the 11 western states with a 1966 base year absolute value

of $3.65 per AUN and a 1966 base year index value of 100.

The 1969 fee formula did not consider the amortized

cost of purchase of the grazing permit in the calculation

of the $1.23 "base fee", and hence was opposed by the

6 The Forest Service grazing fee varied from National
Forest to National Forest. This policy was to accommodate
forage. quality difference from range to range. BLM grazing
fees were uniform westwide and generally were lower than
National Forest fee levels.
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federal land permittees. In 1978, Congress decided to

temporarily settle the grazing fee debate by passing a

federal law, the Public Rangelands Improvement Act (PRIA).

The PRIA Formula

The Public Rangeland Improvement Act of 1978

established by statute a uniform federal grazing fee

formula to be used by both the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management. The PRIA formula is as

follows:

(FVI BPI - PPI)
Fee+1 = $ 1.23

100

Obermiller and Larnbert (1984) explained that the

formula grazing fee established in Section 6 of PRIA

contains four basic components. First is a "base fee" of

$1.23 per AUN. It is generally interpreted as the amount

the government would have collected (per AUM) from the

permittees in 1966 so as to equalize average total grazing

costs on federal versus private lands, and is calculated

as the difference in the costs of utilizing forage on

public and on privately leased lands in the year 1966.

The second component is a "forage value index" (FVI)

This is calculated as the average current private grazing

(23)
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land lease rate in the 11 western states divided by the

1966 average private grazing land lease rate times 100.

The third component is a "beef prices index" (BPI). This

index represents a weighted average selling price for beef

cattle in the 11 western states, using the average price

between 1964 and 1968 as its base. Finally, the fourth

component of the PRIA formula is a "prices paid index"

(PPI). This index is constructed from nine major

components of livestock production costs7, also using 1966

as the base year.

Initially the PRIA formula fee system was approved on

a trial basis through 1985, when an evaluation of the fee

established through this system was due to Congress. The

PRIA formula fee system is currently in effect under the

auspices of Executive Order No. 12548 issued by President

Reagan in 1986.

Evaluation of the PRIA Formula

Section 12 of PRIA required the Secretaries of

Agriculture and the Interior to evaluate the fee formula

and to report their evaluation back to Congress by the end

of 1985. The two agencies evaluated the PRIA formula and

submitted their report in 1986.

7These nine components include costs incurred by
permittees on: turn-out; gathering/takeoff; routine
management; maintenance; salting, feeding, and veterinary
services; meetings; death loss; fees and rents; and other.
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Both the base fee and the three indices were

evaluated (Nelson and Garratt 1984, Thorp and Holden

1984) . In the evaluation process, the agencies did not

repeat a survey of costs and returns to both federal and

private rangeland grazing operations such as had been

conducted in 1966 and resulted in the $1.23 per AUN base

fee. Rather, the agencies relied on a "mass appraisal" to

estimate rents paid for private pastures and rangelands in

the western states (Obermiller 1992a)

The appraisal done in evaluating the PRIA fee formula

was criticized, just as the original Forest Service

appraisal was criticized. The 1986 report to Congress

required by PRIA resulted in no congressional action, and

a similar fate befell an updated version of the 1986

provided to Congress by the Secretaries of Agriculture and

the Interior in 1992. In 1993 the Secretary of the

Interior proposed to administratively increase federal

land grazing fees by 230 percent, from $1.86 to $4.28 per

AiiM. The United States Senate vetoed the Secretary's

proposed fee increase. The federal grazing (fee) debate

continues.



Safe Number:

Sale Dale:
Grantor
Granlee:

Sale Source:
Venlied By

Date:
Analysis By-

Sale Price:

Down Payment:
Debt Payment

Terms: yrs @

Market Terms: yrs @

Listing Time- Months

Deeded Pasture: AU.M.s
Leased Pasture: A.U.M.s

Cropland Base: AUMs
Balanced Capacity- AU.

Total Capacity: AU
Excess Crop- Acres

Government Base- Acres (Wheat)

Government Base: Acres (Barley)

Primary Crop
Secondary Crop:

Appendix B

SAMPLE DATA SHEETS USED BY FARM CREDIT SERVICES TO RECORD

INFORMATION ON RANCH SALES IN EASTERN OREGON AND NEVADA

SALES ANALYSIS - REAL ESTATE LIVESTOCK

Non-Fee: % Primary Soil:
Secondary Soil

Area Class: Property Class:

IRRIGATION:

Type:
Rights: Water Class

Present Use:
Highest & Best Use:

Zoning

DEIAILS (Buyer/Seller Motivation. Land/lmp. Description. Property Rights Included. Etc.)

Township: Range-

Section Cointy
Access

LOCATION
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SALE ANALYSIS:

Ouantty 5JUn.t Totat Price Acos/AUM 5/AUM
Acres at
Acres at
Acres at
Acresal
Acres 31

Acres at
ACres at
fls/ at

TPfA% FEE LAND: Acres at S $ __-_-----( lAO)

Imfxovements 5ze Ijots RC.N. % f)ep. Tot Price Ut Co. Age

land Type

TOTAL IMPROVEMENTS Acres al S $ lAO)

TOTAL SALES PRICE: Acres at S $ (5 lAO)

INCOME ANALYSIS:
INCOME

F8 i52 . 12-es)

OWNER-OPERATOR LANDLORD -

NormI Use Acres Pro oclOn tJmts Price Gross re or Lease Gross

Gross Income MuIUpI4eC

Gross Income Multiplier (Cash Equivaency):
Overall Rate of Return:

Overall Rate of Return (Cash Equivalency):
Equity Rate of Return:

(CASH EQUIVALENCY,
S/Unit Total

$

% Dep. Total

S

S

LANOLORO
Expense/Acre TOI3'
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GROSS INCOMQ

EXPENSES
OWNER-OPERATOR

Item Acres xpenselAcre Total

TOTAL EXPENSES
Expense to Income Ratio

NET INCOME



./ Based on 104 observations.

Appendix C.].

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR SELECTED VARIABLES IN THE FINAL
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RANCH VALUE MODELS, OREGON, 1985-1993.

Names of Variable Mean!' st. Dev.'
RANCHVAL 609640.00 495270.00
PRICEAC 192.07 190.61
DEEDAtJM 3367.80 3029.80
FEDAUM 1882.90 2435.00
PERFED 34.77 21.20
TOTAUN 5250.70 4815.50
DAUIVIAC 0.98 0.98
IMPROV 65315.0Q 63840.00
IMPROVAC 23 . 58 36 .31
HAYAC 364.35 426.46
CROPAC 102.95 214.46
SIZE 6313.50 9894.40
COSTADV1 2.12 0.42
TIME 11.29 1.71
RANGEAC 5846.20 9637.40
BLMATJM 1572.50 2459.50
FSAUM 252.05 499.09



21 Based on 60 observations.

Appendix C.2
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SUARY STATISTICS FOR SELECTED VARIABLES IN THE FINAL

RANCH VALUE MODELS, NEVADA, 1978-1993.

Names of Variable Mean!' St. Dev.1'

RANCHVAL 966070.00 1019000.00

PRICEAC 618.57 1415.70

DEEDAUM 4919.20 4581.40

FEDAUN 4609.70 4975.60

PERFED 115.91 27.24

TOTAUM 9529.00 6809.50

DAUMAC 3.67 9.12

IMPROV 106150.00 127500.00

IMPROVAC 74 .23 165.84

HAYAC 543.02 766.86

CROPAC 220.98 631.88

SIZE 7250.60 16213.00

COSTADV1 1.97 0.45

TIME 9.57 3.47

RANGEAC 6486.60 16083.00

BIMAUN 3857.80 5352.50

FSAUM 773.62 1994.40




